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FOREWORD

Parts of the work appearing In this Dissertation have been
published in the following papers:
1.

"Colll8ional Deactivation of Laser Induced Ethylene
Fluorescence; Lifetime of Vibrattonally Excited Ethylene
in Air at Atmospheric Pressure", J. W. Robinson and J. D.
Dake, Spectroscopy Letters, 6 (7)> 577 (1973).

2.

"On the Isotropic Nature of Laser Induced Infrared
Fluorescence", J. W. Robinson and J. D. Dake, Spectros
copy Letters, 6 (8), 1*99 (1973).

3.

"Relation Between Laser Induced Infrared Fluorescence
and Laser Absorption by Pollutant Gases", Spectroscopy
Letters, 6 (9 ), 569 (1973).

h.

"Parameters Governing the Intensity of Laser Induced
Infrared Fluorescence", J. W. Robinson and J. D. Dake,
to be published in Spectroscopy Letters.

The following paper was based in part on work from this Dis
sertation:
"The Use of a Continuous C02 Laser for the Generation of
Infrared Fluorescence from Organic Molecules", J. D. Dake,
N. Katayama, and J. W. Robinson, Presented at the TwentyEighth Southwest Regional Meeting of the American Chemical
Society, December 1972.
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ABSTRACT

There is a need for sensitive and Instantaneous detection
methods which can monitor selected atmospheric pollutants at extended
ranges.

Laser induced infrared fluorescence is a potential technique

for the remote sensing of molecular air pollutants.

Several analy

tical parameters which are Important in the evaluation of laser
induced infrared fluorescence as a remote sensing method were investi
gated.
Continuous carbon dioxide lasers were used to induce
fluorescence in selected molecular species.

The molecular species

were chosen for their importance as atmospheric pollutants and for
their potential for interaction with the infrared wavelengths avail
able with the C0 2 gas laser.

The pollutant molecules studied were sulfur

dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, benzene,
ethylene, and acetone.
Survey experiments using the seven compounds listed demon
strated that Infrared fluorescence could be Induced in all of the
compounds except nitrogen dioxide.

Fluorescence spectra were obtained

for all of the fluorescing compounds except formaldehyde, and fluores
cence intensity versus sample concentration of the pollutant in
nitrogen was measured for ethylene, acetone, acetaldehyde, and sulfur
dioxide.
Absorptivities of all of the fluorescing compounds and
fluorescence Intensities were measured at a number of lasing wave
lengths available with the tunable C0S laser.

In all cases fluores

cence intensity increased with increasing absorption of the laser beam.

xii

In the case of nitrogen dioxide neither absorption nor fluorescence
was observed.
Ethylene was chosen for more detailed investigation because
of its very strong interaction with C0 2 laser radiation.

Attempts

were made to determine directly the lifetime of the ethylene fluores
cence.

The lifetime of excited ethylene in air at atmospheric pressure

was calculated by using collisional deactivation

data and a published

value for the lifetime of vibrationally excited ethylene at reduced
pressures.

The calculated lifetime was sufficiently short to permit

a range resolution of 100 meters in the remote sensing of ethylene
using a hypothetical monitoring apparatus.

Laser induced ethylene

fluorescence was shown to be isotropic.
A thorough study was conducted of the variation in ethylene
fluorescence intensity with variations in laser power and ethylene
conoentration in nitrogen.

Nonlinear variations in fluorescence in

tensity with laser power and with sample concentration were found for
some of the fluorescence bands.

These data indicated that the reson

ance fluorescence of ethylene will be much more valuable for remote
sensing than will be the nonresonance fluorescence bands.
The effects of molecular and particulate interferences on
laser induced ethylene fluorescence were investigated.
molecular interferences were found.

No severe

High concentrations of particles

produced strong scattering of the laser beam which interfered with
the observation of the resonance molecular fluorescence.

Particulate

matter did not interfere with the molecular fluorescence process in
ethylene.

xiii

Two multi-mirror fluorescence cells were constructed in at
tempts to lower the detection limits for the fluorescence of the
pollutant molecules in the laboratory investigations.

Several diffi

culties were encountered in the use of these cells, and generally their
usefulness was limited.
Several attempts were made to observe laser Induced Infrared
fluorescence in the atmosphere, but no reproducible results were ob
tained in these experiments.
Calculations were made which indicated that a remote air
pollutant monitor could be built using an Infrared laser and a detec
tion system which are currently available.

xiv

I.

INTRODUCTION

At the present time federal, state, and Local agencies are
monitoring a wide variety of atmospheric pollutants.1

The monitoring

techniques in general require sample collection at selected points.J »a
All methods for collecting trace substances in the atmosphere are
subject to variations in collection efficiencies and to Interferences
among the individual trace constituents collected .3 *4

Usually, the

collection methods require an extended period of time to obtain each
sample, and in all cases only one location may be Investigated at a
given time by a single sample collection station .2-4
There is a need for sensitive and Instantaneous detection
methods which can monitor selected atmospheric pollutants at extended
ranges.

Such detection methods would offer several advantages over

the methods presently used for air pollution analyses.

First of all,

an instrument with sufficient analytical sensitivity would eliminate
the need for sample collection.

This would provide the analyst with

instantaneous or "real time" results rather than

time averaged

sults presented at some time after the sample collection or
averaged

period.

re

time

Secondly, Inaccessible areas could be remotely

monitored for air pollution.

Air quality could be readily determined

at various altitudes, and suspected air pollution sources could be
monitored.

Finally, a single remote air pollution monitoring device

could be the basis for the air pollution control of an entire city.
By continuously monitoring pollution levels at a variety of locations
over a city and by maintaining the surveillance of potential pollution
sources, early warning of dangerous pollutant levels could be provided.

1

2

and action could be taken to restrict the activities of the offending
sources.
Several techniques which employ lasers have been proposed
for use in the remote sensing of air pollutants.

The techniques de

pend either on the absorption of the laser beam by the pollutant
species or on laser Induced

backscatter

from the pollutant.

Laser beam absorption experiments are relatively simple to
conduct and offer high sensitivities for a number of compounds.5 ’6
An infrared laser beam absorption experiment has been described
which can determine molecular atmospheric pollutants over a path
length of 3.2 kilometers.7
shown in Figure 1.

A typical laser absorption apparatus is

Although the absorption techniques are simple and

operational at this time, they suffer from two disadvantages.

First

of all, absorption methods require fixed reflectors to return the
laser beam to the detector.

This permits analysis of the air only

along the path between the laser and the reflector.

Of course, many

reflectors could be installed around a single laser-detector location,
but still only a very limited fraction of the atmosphere could be
monitored by one apparatus.

Secondly, absorption methods can deter

mine only the total amount of a given pollutant along the laser path.
Absorption methods do not have the capability to determine the dis
tribution of the pollutant along the laser path.
The

backscatter

techniques proposed for the remote sensing

of air pollutants are Mle scattering, the Raman effect, electronic
fluorescence, and vibrational fluorescence.5,8-20

These scattering

or fluorescence methods require no fixed reflectors; therefore, the
atmosphere may be monitored in any direction from the sensing apparatus.

1.

Tunable Laser
Polluted Region
Remote Retroreflector
Telescope
Detector

Figure 1.

ABSORPTION REMOTE SENSING APPARATUS

k

More Importantly, by using a modulated laser beam and a tline-guted
backscatter

detection system, the range of a scattering or fluor

escing atmospheric species may be determined,
laser radar, has been applied to these

The term "Lldar" meaning

backscatter

A typical Lldar apparatus Is shown In Figure 2.
three principal parts:

techniques.J

The apparatus employs

(l) a laser which Is used to Induce fluorescence

or scattering by the pollutant species In the atmosphere at ranges up
to several kilometers from the apparatus;

(2 ) a telescope which Is

aligned coaxially with the path of the laser beam and which collects
part of the radiation from the laser stimulated molecules or particles;
and

(5 ) a spectrometer and detector system which analyzes the radia

tion collected by the telescope.
In I96I+, Collis and Ligda reported the observation of Mie
scattering of a laser beam by particulates in the atmosphere .8

In

subsequent work the technique was developed to the point that particu
late

mapping

was possible.a

of a large volume of the atmosphere by a single instrument
A typical Mle scattering remote sensing device uses a

single wavelength, pulsed, visible laser and a visible light detection
system.

No spectral analysis Is required for this method.

Mle scat

tering remote sensing Instruments are conmercially available .10
The Raman effect scheme for the remote sensing of molecular
pollutants has been described In detail .5 *11

The Raman lines of a

molecule are shifted from the laser frequency by the characteristic
vibrational frequencies of the molecule.
technique,a fixed wavelength

As in the Mie scattering

pulsed laser Is used.

A high resolution

spectrometer is required to separate the Raman lines from the more In
tense Mle and Rayleigh scattering of the laser beam.

The construction

Laser

Figure

P.

Polluted Region

3.

Telescope

h.

Spectrometer and Detector

BACKSCATTER

REMOTE SENSING APPARATUS

6
of Raman effect
ported. lp»13

backscatter

remote sensing devices has been re

The instruments are capable of determining molecular

species which are present In concentrations of a few hundred parts
per million at ranges from one to 10 kilometers.

This sensitivity is

insufficient to monitor most pollutants in the atmosphere.

The sen

sitivity is sufficient, however, to sense many species in industrial
stack gas effluents.
The theoretical usefulness of laser induced electronic
fluorescence for the remote monitoring of air pollutants has been
investigated .5 >l4>15

Both atomic and molecular species may be moni

tored using this technique.

A tunable, visible wavelength laser has

been used to excite electronic fluorescence in sodium atoms in the
upper atmosphere .16

The laser induced sodium fluorescence could be

detected at ranges over 100 k m .16
The theoretical potential of laser induced infrared fluor
escence for the remote sensing of molecular air pollutants has been
described .5 *17"30

No operational remote sensing devices using infra

red fluorescence have been reported.

The hypothetical remote monitor

would employ a tunable infrared laser and an infrared spectrometer.
As stated above, the use of laser induced Mle scattering
for the remote sensing of particulates is well developed.

Klldal and

Byer have recently evaluated the comparative remote sensing potentials
of the Raman effect, electrcnic fluorescence, infrared fluorescence,
and infrared absorption .5

Infrared absorption is a simple and sensi

tive technique; but, as stated above, absorption is inferior to
backscatter

methods for remote sensing.

and very reproducible for molecules.

The Raman effect is general

However, the Raman effect is

very weak and, therefore, offers less sensitivity for remote sensing
than do electronic and infrared fluorescence.

Because of their large

7
backscatter

cross sections, laser Induced electronic and Infrared

fluorescence have the greatest potential for the remote sensing of
molecular air pollutants .5

The development of the electronic and

infrared fluorescence techniques has been limited by the lack of laser
induced fluorescence data for pollutant molecules in air at atmos
pheric pressure

and by the lack of high powered tunable lasers.

No investigations of the analytical parameters in the remote
sensing of air pollutants using laser induced electronic fluorescence
have been reported.

Robinson

£t al.

have reported analytical data

for the laser induced infrared fluorescence of a large number of pol
lutant molecules .22-28
In this work laser induced infrared fluorescence was investi
gated for its potential as a method for the remote sensing of atmos
pheric pollutants.

A properly functioning remote sensing device was

not constructed; however, results presented in this Dissertation indi
cate that the construction of a functional apparatus should be feasible.
Before the advent of the infrared laser, several workers
attempted to observe vibrational fluorescence in molecules.

In 1937,

Benson and Porter reported exposing gases such as carbon monoxide,
carbon dioxide, hydrogen cyanide, and hydrogen chloride to intense
polychmnatic infrared radiation .29

Using the best infrared detectors

available at the time, they were unable to detect infrared fluores
cence in any of the gases investigated.

In 1962, Mllllkan reported

observing vibrational fluorescence of carbon monoxide which had been
excited by infrared radiation from flame heated bricks of ZrO ^.30

In

a following paper Mllllkan reported enhanced vibrational excitation of
carbon monoxide which was exposed to the thermal radiation of carbon
monoxide in rich methane-oxygen flames.31

8
In I966 , Hocker

ejt al.

reported the observation of vibra

tional fluorescence from carbon dioxide which was excited by laser
radiation Inside the cavity of a C02 gas laser .32

Following this

paper, Yardley and Moore reported the usefulness of laser Induced
infrared fluorescence for investigating vibrational energy transfer
in carbon dioxide .33 »34

As in Hocker's original experiment, C02 was

excited by radiation inside the cavity of a C02 gas laser.
The first experiments in which molecules were excited by
laser radiation outside the laser cavity were reported in I966 by
Yardley and Moore 35 and by Borde

ej: a l .3 6 »37

Since I966 , infrared

lasers have been used to excite vibrational fluorescence in a wide
variety of molecules .38-53
Following independent studies, Robinson

ejt al. in I968 , re

ported the analytical usefulness of laser induced infrared emission,
and in following papers they presented infrared fluorescence spectra
and other analytical data for more than forty compounds .22-28

1969 , Robinson

et al^.

In

first proposed the usefulness of laser induced

infrared fluorescence as a technique for the remote sensing of mole
cular air pollutants .17
In many cases infrared fluorescence has been observed at
wavelengths shorter than the wavelength of the stimulating laser radia
tion. 17»22-28*33-37»44,45>4 9 »5°

In the case of C02 , the shorter

wavelength fluorescence was satisfactorily explained by demonstrating
that absorption by a thermally populated excited vibrational state
occurred .3 3 ’34

For other molecules similar mechanisms have been pro

posed, but in no case other than C0 2 is there clear evidence that
thermally assisted fluorescence is the only mechanism operating .27»43»'->3

9
Other mechanisms have been proposed for the shorter wave
length fluorescence.

Bailey

££ jil.

have proposed that vibrational-

rotational energy transfer may be responsible for the higher energy
fluorescence .44*45

There Is considerable evidence that a combination

of Intermolecular and Intramolecular vlbratlonal-vlbratlonal energy
transfer and excited state absorption Is responsible for the shorter
wavelength fluorescence .49>50»53
In this work continuous carbon dioxide gas lasers were used
to Induce Infrared fluorescence In selected molecular species.

The

molecular species were chosen for their Importance as atmospheric
pollutants and for their potential for Interaction with the Infrared
wavelengths available with the C0 2 gas laser.

The pollutant molecules

used In this work were sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, formaldehyde,
acetaldehyde, benzene, ethylene, and acetone.
Sulfur dioxide In moderate concentrations acts as a suffocat
ing irritant to the human upper respiratory tract .54

Numerous inci

dents involving multiple human deaths due to exposure to high concen
trations of atmospheric S0 2 In conjunction with high concentrations of
particulates have been reported .55

The injurious effects of S0 2 on

plant life are well documented .53

Sulfur dioxide has been shown to

degrade a wide variety of man made materials .57
Nitrogen dioxide In low concentrations acts as a nose and
eye irritant

and in higher concentrations produces pulmonary conges

tion and death in humans .56

Nitrogen dioxide also produces debilitating

effects in plants .59
Aldehydes are commonly produced In photochemical smog ,30 and
they are very irritating to human eyes and mucous membranes .01
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Hydrocarbons such as ethylene and benzene are Instrumental
In the production of photochemical smog .02
possibly carcinogenic

compound .63

Benzene Is a toxic

and

Ethylene Is not known to affect

human health, but It has been found to retard the growth of certain
plant life when it Is present In the atmosphere in very low concen
trations.04" 66
Acetone has limited toxic effects on human health

but Is

a common air contaminant .67
Several analytical parameters which are Important In the
evaluation of laser Induced Infrared fluorescence as a remote sensing
method were Investigated In this work.

Survey experiments using the

seven compounds listed above demonstrated that Infrared fluorescence
could be Induced In all of the compounds except nitrogen dioxide.
Fluorescence spectra were obtained for all of the fluorescing com
pounds except formaldehyde, and fluorescence Intensity versus sample
concentration of the pollutant in nitrogen was measured for ethylene,
acetone, acetaldehyde, and sulfur dioxide.
Absorptivities and fluorescence intensities of all of the
fluorescing compounds were measured at a number of lasing wavelengths
available with the tunable C0 2 laser.

In all cases, fluorescence in

tensity Increased with increasing absorption of the laser beam.

In

the case of nitrogen dioxide neither absorption nor fluorescence was
observed.

This work and previously published data indicate that

infrared fluorescence is a general phenomenon for molecules which
absorb infrared laser radiation .22-20
Ethylene was chosen for more detailed investigation because
of its very strong interaction with C0;, laser radiation.

Attempts
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were made to determine directly the lifetime of the ethylene fluores
cence.

The lifetime of excited ethylene In air at atmospheric pressure

was calculated by using colllslonal deactivation data and a published
value for the lifetime of vlbratlonally excited ethylene at reduced
pressures.

The calculated lifetime was sufficiently short to permit

a range resolution of 100 meters In the remote sensing of ethylene
using a hypothetical monitoring apparatus.
Laser Induced ethylene fluorescence was shown to be Isotropic
It Is Important for remote monitoring procedures that the fluorescence
be Isotropic.

Otherwise,the quantitative Interpretation of the fluores

cence becomes very complicated.
A thorough study was conducted of the variation In ethylene
fluorescence Intensity with variations In laser power and ethylene con
centration In nitrogen.

Nonlinear variations In fluorescence Intensity

with laser power and with sample concentration were found for some of
the fluorescence bands.

These data Indicated that the resonance

fluorescence of ethylene will be much more valuable for remote sensing
than will be the non-resonance fluorescence bands.
The effects of molecular and particulate Interferences on
laser Induced ethylene fluorescence were Investigated.
cular Interferences were found.

No severe mole

High concentrations of particles

produced strong scattering of the laser beam which Interfered with
the observation of the resonance molecular fluorescence.

Particulate

matter did not Interfere with the molecular fluorescence process In
ethylene.
Two multl-mlrror fluorescence cells were constructed In at
tempts to lower the concentration detection limits for the fluorescence
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of the pollutant molecules In the laboratory investigations.

Several

difficulties were encountered In the use of these cells, and generally
their usefulness was limited.
Several attempts were made to observe laser Induced Infrared
fluorescence In the atmosphere, but no reproducible results were ob
tained In these experiments.
Calculations were made which Indicated that a remote air
pollutant monitor could be built using an Infrared laser and a detection
system which are currently available.

II.

EQUIPMENT AND REAGENTS

The following equipment and reagents were used.

A.

Lasers

1.

A Perkin-Elmer, Model 6200, continuous C02 gas laser was used

In some of the experiments to Induce Infrared fluorescence In gas
samples.

The laser produced a maximum power of 35 watts at about

10.6 microns In a beam approximately one centimeter In diameter.

The

operation of this laser has been described In detail by Barnes68
Christian.69

2.

A tunable

continuous C02 gas laser was constructed and was

used as an excitation source in some of the Infrared fluorescence ex
periments.

The laser was tuned by means of a diffraction grating

which served as the rear reflector in the laser cavity.

The laser

produced a maximum power of 10 watts In a beam approximately one centi
meter in diameter.

The construction and operation of this laser have

been described in detail by Guagllardo.70

B.

Gas Cells

1.

Short Cells.

this work (Figure 3 ).

Two small glass fluorescence cells were used In

In the construction of both of the cells,

Irtran-2 (Eastman Kodak) was used for the laser beam entrance and
exit windows and for the fluorescence exit windows which were at right
angles to the axis of the laser beam In each cell.

Irtran-2 transmits

Infrared radiation with wavelengths shorter than 15 microns.
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2.

Multi-mirror Cells.
a.

A one-meter fluorescence cell employing a set of

Cassegrainian telescope mirrors was constructed and used in fluores
cence experiments (Figure U).

The construction and use of this cell

have been described in detail by Guagllardo.70
b.

A second multi-mirror cell employing a multiple reflection

optical system was constructed and used in fluorescence experiments
(Figure 5 ).

The mirror arrangement was an adaptation of the multiple

reflection system developed by White,71 and It has been used success
fully in Raman spectroscopy of gases.72-74
and D were concave and semicircular,
curvature (60 centimeters).

In Figure 5 , mirrors A, B, C,

all having the same radius of

The separation of the two sets of mir

rors A,B and C,D was equal to one mirror radius.
common center of curvature of mirrors C and D.

Point c is the
Mirrors A and B were

"crossed" with centers of curvature located at a and b respectively.
"Muzzles" through which the laser beam passed were attached to the
cell in an attempt to reduce the amount of light scattered from the
Irtran-2 windows and collected by the optical system.

C.

Sheathed Flow Device

A sheathed flow device (Figure 6 ) similar to the one described
by Millikan31 was constructed and used as an "open-air cell" in fluores
cence experiments.

The head of the device was 2 .5k cm in diameter and

was 1.27 cm thick.

Ethylene was emitted from the central portion of

the device;and nitrogen, which acted as a sheath around the ethylene,
was emitted from the outer ring.
which were O.O'fyb cm in diameter.

The gases flowed through 126 holes
Experiments in which the device was

lb

1.
2.
3.
U.
3.
6.

Stainless Steel Section
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Primary Mirror--10 cm Diameter
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Irtran Window

Figure U.
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used as a burner demonstrated that laminar flow was produced from the
central area and from the outer ring at the flow rates used In the
fluorescence experiments.

D.

Monochromators

1.

In some of the experiments, a Beckman Model IR-10 Infrared

spectrophotometer was used to analyze the Infrared fluorescence.

The

Instrument was operated In the single beam mode and was equipped with
a thermocouple detector.

2.

A McPherson Model 218, 0.3 meter monochromator fitted with a

150 groove per millimeter grating which was blazed for eight microns
was used.

The monochromator could be fitted with an order selecting

filter system and with either a pyroelectric detector or a thermo
couple detector.

E.

The filter system and detectors are described below.

Filter Assembly

A McPherson

Model 607 filter assembly was used as an order

selector with the McPherson monochromator and was used as an infrared
band-pass system when connected directly to the pyroelectric detector.
The filter assembly contained three Infrared bandpass
open position.

filters and an

The transmission curves of the three filters are shown

in Figure 7F.

Detectors

1.

A Barnes Engineering

Model 662

Triglycene Sulfate

tric detector was used in most of the fluorescence experiments.

pyroelec
The

detector could be mounted onto the McPherson monochromator or used to

Filter Number Two
Filter Number Three
Filter Number Four

100
80
60
40
20
0

3

5

7

9

H

Wavelength (microns)
Figure 7.

TRANSMISSION CURVES OF INFRARED FILTERS
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monitor the infrared signals directly.

The electronic circuitry,

mounting, and operational details of the detector have been described .70

2.

A Beckman thermocouple detector was used In some experiments

In conjunction with the McPherson monochromator to monitor the lasing
wavelength.

3 . An Optoelectronics, Model 0E-1+M, Mercury Cadmium Telluride
detector was used In a few fluorescence experiments.

The detector

was mounted in a cryogenic dewar and was cooled to 77° K with liquid
nitrogen when used.

A simple electronic circuit was built for the

detector (Figure 8).

G.

Signal Modulation

1.

The Beckman IR-10 spectrophotometer was normally operated In

its original optical configuration with the radiation being modulated
at 10 Hz just before passing through the entrance slits.

For some

experiments the chopper assembly was removed from the Instrument and
used to modulate the laser beam at 10 Hz.

This modification of the

Beckman IR-10 has been previously described .69

2.

In other experiments a Princeton Applied Research Model 125

mechanical chopper was used to modulate either the laser beam or the
infrared fluorescence.

The chopper was usually operated at a 20°

angle to the laser beam and reflected the chopped portion of the beam
into a power meter.

A light-photocell assembly Included In the chopper

provided a square wave reference signal.
at 13 , 26, 1+3, and 86 Hz.

The chopper could be operated

Unless otherwise Indicated, the chopper was

operated at 13 Hz In this work.

B

~ G

Figure 8 .

A.

Signal to Amplifier

B.

1.35 volt Battery

D.

Detector Element

G.

Ground

R.

1000 ohm Resistor

S.

Switch

MERCURY CADMIUM TELLURIDE DETECTOR CIRCUIT
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H.

Amplifier and Preamplifier

A Princeton Applied Research
and a Princeton Applied Research

Model 124

Model 116

lock-in amplifier

preamplifier were used

to amplify the signals from the Infrared detectors.

I.

Power Meters

Two Coherent Radiation
In the experiments.

Model 201

power meters were used

Normally one power meter was used to monitor the

laser output power, and one was used to monitor the laser power passing
through the gas cell.

J.

Recorder

A Texas Instruments, Servo-Riter, dual-pen, strip-chart
recorder was used to simultaneously display and record the laser output
power and the amplified signal from the Princeton Applied Research
lock-ln amplifier.

K.

Alignment Laser

A Meterologlc 0.5 mw helium-neon laser was used to align the
experimental components.

This laser was also used to calibrate the

McPherson monochromator.

L.

Reagents

1.

Sulfur Dioxide -- Matheson anhydrous.

2.

Nitrogen Dioxide —

3.

Paraformaldehyde -- Eastman technical.

4.

Acetaldehyde —

Matheson chemically pure.

Matheson, Coleman, and Bell (BP 20-22°).

2h
5.

Benzene -- Maliinckrodt analytical reagent.

6.

Ethylene -- Matheson

7.

Acetone -- Matheson, Coleman, and Bell "Spectroquallty".

chemically pure.

8 . Nitrogen -- 99-9$ pure.

III.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES, RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION

The following experimental Investigations were conducted
during the course of this work.

A.

Preparation of Gas Mixtures

The following gas mixtures were studied:

S02-nltrogen, N02-

nltrogen, ethylene-nitrogen, benzene-nltrogen, formaldehyde-nitrogen,
acetaldehyde-nltrogen, and acetone-nltrogen.
Calibrated flowmeters were used to produce mixtures of S02nitrogen, N0 2-nltrogen, and ethylene-nltrogen on a continuous basis.
Acetone-nltrogen and benzene-nltrogen mixtures were produced
by bubbling dry nitrogen through pure liquid acetone or benzene at
room temperature.

The nitrogen was saturated with the volatile

organic compound, and this mixture was then diluted by mixing It with
a stream of pure nitrogen.

Calibrated flowmeters were used to produce

the mixtures desired.
Dry nitrogen was bubbled through acetaldehyde at 0° C.

The

saturated mixture was then diluted in the same manner used for ace
tone and benzene.
Formaldehyde was prepared by the method described by Ebers
and Nielsen .75
20 cm gas cell.

Eastman paraformaldehyde (O.J>kO g) was placed in the
The volume of the cell was approximately 25O cc.

The cell was evacuated, and kjO torr of nitrogen was Introduced into
the cell.

The cell was then heated with heating tape to approximately

100° C, which converted the paraformaldehyde to formaldehyde.

^5

At
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100° C the cell contained 210 torr of formaldehyde and 550 torr of
nitrogen.
Gas-tight syringes were used to Introduce gas samples Into
the evacuated cell In the experiments conducted at reduced pressures.
Metal diaphragm vacuum gauges were used to measure gas pressures In
side the cell during the reduced pressure experiments.

B.

Preliminary Fluorescence Intensity Measurements Using the PerklnElmer Non-Tunable Laser and the Beckman IR-10 Spectrophotometer

The Perkin-Elmer non-tunable C0 2 laser and the Beckman IR-10
spectrophotometer have been used to Investigate the laser Induced
Infrared fluorescence of a large number of compounds .22”27

These

two Instruments were used in this work to produce laser induced infra
red fluorescence spectra of S02 , acetaldehyde, ethylene, benzene, and
acetone.

The Instruments were also used in attempts to measure the

lifetime of vlbratlonally excited ethylene . Further experiments
using these Instruments demonstrated the usefulness of the sheathed
flow device as an "open-air cell".
The optical arrangement used to obtain the fluorescence
spectra Is shown in Figure 9*

The Perkin-Elmer laser operates prin

cipally on the 10.6 micron laser band, but it has been observed to
lase at various other wavelengths between 9.2 and 10.8 microns
(Figure 10).

The laslng wavelengths of the Perkin-Elmer laser

stimulated emission by all of the compounds investigated except
nitrogen dioxide.
Concentrations of the compounds which produced suitable
fluorescence intensities were used.

In all cases, the compounds were
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1.

Perkin-Elmer Non-Tunable Laser

2.
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3.

Beckman IR-10 Spectrophotometer

Figure 9.
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diluted with nitrogen and Investigated at atmospheric pressure and
room temperature.
fluorescence cell.

The gas samples were contained In the I4O cm
The approximate concentrations used to obtain the

fluorescenc? spectra were:

S0 e-- 50$ in nitrogen; acetaldehyde— 10$

In nitrogen; benzene— 10$ in nitrogen;ethylene--l$ in nitrogen; and
acetone— 10$ In nitrogen.

Nitrogen dioxide in concentrations up to

100$ did not absorb the laser beam and was not observed to fluoresce.
Formaldehyde was produced In a cell at elevated temperature.

The

thermal radiation from the heated cell eliminated the possibility of
observing infrared fluorescence produced by an unmodulated laser beam .
Fluorescence spectra were obtained for the other five compounds, and
these spectra are shown in Figures 18-22.

In each case, the infrared

fluorescence bands correspond to the infrared absorption bands of the
compounds (Figures 11-17).
In the experiments described above,
cell was modulated.

the emission from the

It was suspected that part of the emission ob

served was Infrared fluorescence and that part of the radiation was
simply thermal emission.

In an attempt to eliminate the observation

of the thermal emission, the chopper assembly was removed from the
Beckman IR-10 and was used to modulate the laser beam at 10 Hz.

In

this mode of operation , only emission which was modulated at the
same frequency as the laser beam would be amplified and recorded.
Initially the chopper assembly was adjusted so that only
emission exactly In phase with the modulated laser beam would be de
tected and amplified.

Under these conditions no fluorescence was

observed for ethylene or acetone.

The chopper assembly was then ad

justed for the detection of emission from the cell which was 90° out
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of phase in time from the modulated laser beam.

Fluorescence was

detected for ethylene using the 90° out of phase detection mode.

The

phase adjustments were accomplished by moving three magnetically oper
ated micro-switches which were attached to the chopper assembly.
The fluorescence intensity observed when the laser beam was
modulated was much less than the intensity observed when the emission
was modulated.

This Indicated that a large portion of the emission

was thermal in nature.

The fact that the fluorescence was approxi

mately 90° out °f phase from the excitation source indicated that the
lifetime of the fluorescence was quite long, .i.e.,approximately 0.1 sec.
An attempt was made to measure indirectly the lifetime of
vibratlonally excited ethylene.

This was done by observing the col-

lislonal deactivation of the ethylene fluorescence by a variety of
gases.

It was hoped that the colllslonal deactivation data in con

junction with lifetime data for ethylene at reduced pressure could be
used to calculate a lifetime for ethylene at atmospheric pressure.
Unfortunately, the colllslonal deactivation datavere not reproducible,
and a lifetime could not be calculated.

A lifetime for ethylene was

calculated later, following more carefully controlled colllslonal
deactivation experiments.
A second attempt was made to measure directly the lifetime
of ethylene fluorescence.

The sheathed flow device (Figure 6 ) was

used in an experiment similar to the one in which Mllllkan measured
the vibrational lifetime of carbon monoxide.31

The optical arrange

ment of this experiment is shown in Figure 23 .

Ethylene sheathed by

nitrogen flowed through the sheathed flow apparatus, and the laser
beam passed through the ethylene 2 cm above the head.

By adjusting

the viewing angle of the mirror, the fluorescence intensity was

1+3

Perkin-Eltner Non-Tunable Laser
Sheathed Flow Device
Concave Mirror
Beckman IR-10 Spectrophotometer

Figure 2}.
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measured at various heights above the head of the sheathed flow device.
It was hoped that a lifetime for ethylene could be calculated by know
ing the ethylene velocity and the fluorescence intensity versus
distance above the head of the sheathed flow device.

Unfortunately,

the fluorescence data were too erratic to allow the calculation of a
lifetime.
Although a lifetime could not be determined using the
sheathed flow device, the experiment demonstrated that fluorescence
could be produced even in the absence of a "walled" cell.
In these preliminary experiments, using a non-tunable laser
and a Beckman IR-10 spectrophotometer, fluorescence spectra were ob
tained for S02 , ethylene, benzene, acetaldehyde, and acetone.

Attempts

were made to determine the lifetime of vibrationally excited ethylene.
The usefulness of the sheathed flow device as an "open-air cell" was
demonstrated.

C.

Tunable Laser Operating Parameters

In order to conduct more versatile and more carefully con
trolled fluorescence experiments, a tunable C02 gas laser was constructed.
By using a diffraction grating to select the laslng wavelength, the laser
could be operated at any one of approximately 100 lines between 9 and 11
microns.

The non-tunable laser operated randomly at many different

wavelengths, but the tunable laser could be stabilized at one lasing
wavelength.
A typical output intensity versus wavelength distribution for
the tunable C02 laser is shown in Figure 2k.
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The diffraction grating, which tuned the laser, was held in
a precision mount which employed micrometer adjustments.

The micro

meter adjustment which rotated the grating was calibrated for each of
the lines shown In Figure 2h.

The McPherson monochromator fitted with

the Barnes Engineering pyroelectric detector was used to calibrate the
micrometer adjustment.

The monochromator was calibrated with the

6328.2 <
k line (11th through 18th orders) of a helium-neon gas laser.

D.

Detector Operating Parameters

The Beckman IR-10, which was fitted with a thermocouple
detector, was used in most of the preliminary experiments.

The Barnes

Engineering pyroelectric detector was used in most of the later experi
ments.

An Optoelectronic mercury cadmium tellurlde detector was used

in a few of the fluorescence experiments.
The operation of the Beckman IR-10 and the pyroelectric de
tector has been described.60-70
The detectivity of the mercury cadmium tellurlde detector
was measured by exposing it to a known Infrared flux from a black body
radiator.
D*

The detectivity was calculated from the formula
-

where D*

(S/Pq N ) (Af/A)^
= Detectivity

S/N

*

Signal to noise ratio

P0

= Infrared flux in watts per cm2

Af

= Bandwidth of the amplifier

A

*

in Hz

Area of the detector in cm2 .

D* was determined to be 2.3 x 109 which was approximately the same
value as the manufacturer's specification.

This detectivity is about
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one order of magnitude higher than that of the pyroelectric detector.
However, the area of the mercury cadmium tellurlde detector element
was much smaller than that of the pyroelectric detector.

Therefore,

the signal to noise ratio for the same Infrared flux was lower for
the mercury cadmium tellurlde detector than It was for the pyroelec
tric detector.

The mercury cadmium tellurlde detector was used to

measure ethylene fluorescence In a few experiments.

The signal to

noise ratio was again not as high as that of the pyroelectric detector
under the same conditions.
Higher signal to noise ratios could be realized from the
mercury cadmium tellurlde detector If the Infrared radiation could be
focused onto the small detector

element.

It Is hoped that In future

experiments the fast response time of the mercury cadmium tellurlde
detector will permit direct determinations of vibrational lifetimes.
The response time of the mercury cadmium tellurlde detector Is about
0.5 microsecond.

This Is about 1000 times faster than the response

time of the pyroelectric detector.

E.

Preliminary Fluorescence Intensity Measurements Using the Tunable
Laser, McPherson Monochromator, and the Pyroelectric Detector

1.

Introduction

Several preliminary experiments were conducted using the
tunable laser, McPherson monochromator, and pyroelectric detector.
The optical arrangement Is shown in Figure 25 .
The purpose of these survey experiments was to demonstrate
the usefulness of the tunable laser and to collect some basic analytical
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1.

Tunable Laser

2.

20 cm Glass Cell

3.

Chopper

b.

McPherson 0 .3 m Monochromator

5.

Power Meter

Figure 25 .
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data from the infrared fluorescence of the pollutant molecules which
were chosen for study.

2.

Dependence of Fluorescence Intensity on Laslng Wavelength

The first parameter Investigated was the variation in
fluorescence Intensity with variation of the laslng wavelength.

For

each compound the monochromator was set at the wavelength corresponding
to the most Intense fluorescence band found In the non-tunable laser
experiments (Figures 18-22).

The laser was then tuned to the center

of each of the four bands shown in Figure 2k.
the fluorescence intensity was recorded.

At each laslng wavelength

Then with the laser operating

on the band which produced the most Intense fluorescence, the mono
chromator was used to produce the fluorescence spectrum of the compound.
The results of these experiments are presented In Tables I-VI.
could not be collected for formaldehyde In the heated cell.

Data

Since the

total emission was modulated, It was not possible to distinguish be
tween fluorescence and thermal emission.
The 9*2 micron laser band produced the strongest fluores
cence in SOs , acetaldehyde, and acetone.

This was expected since

these compounds absorb more strongly at S.2 microns than they do at
the other laslng wavelengths (Figures 11, 13, and 17)*

Also, as ex

pected from the Infrared absorption data, the 9.6 laser band produced
the most intense fluorescence in benzene; and the 10.6 micron laser
band produced the most intense fluorescence in ethylene (Figures I 5
and 16 ).
Nitrogen dioxide did not absorb at any laslng wavelength
between 9 .I and 10.6 microns and was not observed to fluoresce.

It
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TABLE I
LASER INDUCED S0 2 FLUORESCENCE
(17% S0 2 in Nitrogen)
Wavelength
Laser
(Microns)

Wavelength
Fluorescence
(Microns)

Fluorescence
Intensity
(Arbitrary Units)

9.2

8 .8o

90

9.6

8.80

10

10.2

8 .80

5

10.6

8.80

0

9.2

8.6

90

9.2

7-5

100

9.2

5-7

5U

TABLE II
LASER INDUCED NOa FLUORESCENCE
(100# NOa )
Wavelength
Laser
(Microns)

Wavelength
Fluorescence
(Microns)

Fluorescence
Intensity
(Arbitrary Units)

9.2

8.0

0.0

9-6

8.0

0.0

10.2

8.0

0.0

10.6

8.0

0.0

9-2

13-5

0.0

9-6

13.5

0.0

10.2

13.5

0.0

10.6

13.5

0.0
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TABLE III
LASER INDUCED ACETALDEHYDE FLUORESCENCE
(16$ Acetaldehyde In Nitrogen)
Wavelength
Laser
(Microns)

Wavelength
Fluorescence
(Microns)

Fluorescence
Intensity
(Arbitrary Units)

9-2

7.35

56

9-6

7-35

16

10.2

7-35

9

10.6

7-35

20

9.2

3-7

7k

9.2

5.8

16

9.2

7.35

56

9.2

8.1+

31+

9.2

11.0

8
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TABLE IV
LASER INDUCED ETHYLENE FLUORESCENCE
(2# Ethylene In Nitrogen)
Wavelength
Laser
(Microns)

Wavelength
Fluorescence
(Microns)

Fluorescence
Intensity
(Arbitrary Units)

9.2

10.5

0

9.6

10.5

0

10.2

10.5

10

10.6

10.5

100

10.6

10.5

100

10.6

7.0

15

10.6

5.0

5

5^

TABLE V
LASER INDUCED BENZENE FLUORESCENCE
(9 .5$ Benzene in Nitrogen)
Wavelength
Laser
(Microns)

Wavelength
Fluorescence
(Microns)

Fluorescence
Intensity
(Arbitrary Units)

9.2

9.6

low

9.6

9-6

100

10.2

9.6

low

10.6

9-6

low
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TABLE VI
LASER INDUCED ACETONE FLUORESCENCE
(12$ Acetone In Nitrogen)
Wavelength
Laser
(Microns)

Wavelength
Fluorescence
(Microns)

Fluorescence
Intensity
(Arbitrary Units)

9.2

8.2

101

9.6

8.2

^7

10.2

8.2

55

10.6

8.2

67

9.2

5-8

20

9.2

7-b

108

9.2

8.2

101

9.2

9-2

52

9.2

11.0

16
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was hoped that the edges of the 9*6 and 10.2 micron laser bands would
overlap the N0 2 absorption band at 10 microns or that the edge of the

10.6 micron laser band would overlap the absorption band at 11.2
microns.

No measurable laser beam absorption or fluorescence was

found, however.

3.

Dependence of Fluorescence Intensity on Sample Concentration

The next parameter investigated using the arrangement shown
in Figure 25 was the variation In fluorescence intensity with sample
concentration.
and acetone.

Data were recorded for S0s , acetaldehyde, ethylene,
These data are presented in Figures 26-29.

flowmeters were used to produce the various gas mixtures.

Calibrated
Dry nitrogen

was bubbled through the liquid compounds producing saturated vapor
mixtures.

The mixtures were then further diluted with nitrogen by

the use of calibrated flowmeters.
There was a pronounced concentration threshold effect for
all of the compounds except ethylene (Figures 26-29).

It was sus

pected that a thermal background signal might be obscuring the low
level fluorescence signals.

In order to investigate this hypothesis,

the relationship between fluorescence Intensity and acetone concen
tration was recorded at several different laser power levels.
results are shown in Figure 30.

The

The data showed that the threshold

concentration became smaller with increasing laser power.

The curve

also showed that the suspected thermal background increased with in
creasing laser power.

These data indicated that thermal radiation

was a potential severe interference in the observation of laser in
duced Infrared fluorescence.
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With a few exceptions the rest of the experiments In this
work were performed with modulation of the laser beam rather than the
emission signal.

By modulating the laser beam and observing only the

emission occurring at the modulating frequency, most of the thermal
Interference was eliminated.

F.

Direct Fluorescence Lifetime Measurements

Fluorescence lifetime Is an Important experimental para
meter In the evaluation of laser Induced Infrared fluorescence as a
remote sensing method.

Vibrational lifetime determinations are neces

sary for the understanding of the mechanisms Involved In Infrared
fluorescence.

Also, If the fluorescence lifetime Is sufficiently

long, It becomes the limiting factor In the range resolution of a
remote fluorescence sensing device.

In this work the vibrational

lifetime of ethylene was measured for different rates of laser beam
modulation and at different ethylene concentrations In nitrogen.
Lifetime determinations of vlbratlonally excited ethylene
at reduced pressures have shown two distinct decay processes .50
decay process had a lifetime of a few milliseconds .50
decay process took place In several microseconds .50

One

The second

The slower pro

cess was suspected to be due to vibrational-translational energy
transfer .50

The faster process was thought to be the vibrational

lifetime .50
The lifetime of ethylene was determined by measuring the
phase shift between the modulated laser beam and the resulting
fluorescence signal.

This phase shift measurement was made by using

the Princeton Applied Research lock-In amplifier to compare the
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reference signal from the chopper with the fluorescence signal.

The

pyroelectric detector connected directly to the Infrared filter
assembly was used to monitor the fluorescence produced by the tunable
laser.

Infrared filter number four (Figure j) was used.

was tuned to the center of the 10.6 micron band.
ment Is shown In Figure

The laser

The optical arrange

.

The fluorescence lifetime Is related to the phase shift by
the following equation:
t

■
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(tand)/<ju,

where t Is the lifetime, <t Is the phase shift, and u) Is the frequency
of modulation.
At a chopping rate of 13 Hz, the ethylene fluorescence life
time for 1$ ethylene In nitrogen was over 70 milliseconds (Figure 32).
The lifetime decreased to four msec as the chopping rate was Increased
It was suspected that the longer laser pulses allowed more vibrational
translational energy transfer.

This Increased transfer would be

observed as an Increase In the fluorescence lifetime.
chopping rate available was 83 Hz.

The maximum

This apparently limited the life

time measurements to the observation of the slower process described
by Yuan and Flynn .50
Using the same experimental arrangement, the lifetime of
ethylene was determined at various ethylene concentrations.
are shown in Figure 33 .

The data

The fact that the fluorescence lifetime In

creased with ethylene concentration Indicated that lntermolecular
vibrational energy transfer was occurring.

It is proposed that this

energy transfer Imprisoned the vibrational fluorescence and produced

_ - ( -
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an extended observable lifetime.

A similar variation In fluorescence

lifetime with sample concentration has been observed In carbon monoxide
by Milllkan .31

G.

Colllslonal Activation and Deactivation Experiments

1.

Introduction

Using the equipment available, only the longer of the two
fluorescence lifetimes described by Yuan and Flynn 50 could be measured
directly.

The shorter fluorescence lifetime of ethylene In air was

calculated by using colllslonal deactivation data and a published
fluorescence lifetime for ethylene at reduced pressure.

The col

llslonal deactivation experiments also provided quenching efficiencies
of various molecules which would be expected to be In the atmosphere
and which would collide with the excited ethylene molecules.

The

ethylene fluorescence quenching efficiencies of nitrogen, nitrogen
saturated with water vapor, and air were measured.
Milllkan has reported that water vapor Is a very efficient
quencher of carbon monoxide vibrational fluorescence ;31 and,since water
vapor Is found In relatively large variable concentrations in the
atmosphere, its ability to quench ethylene fluorescence was of con
siderable Interest.
From the quenching data and from recently published lifetime
data for ethylene, a lifetime for vibratlonally excited ethylene In
air at atmospheric pressure was calculated.

From this lifetime the

depth resolution of a hypothetical remote sensing device was calcu
lated.
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Intermolecular vibrational-vibrational energy transfers in
the ethylene-acetone system and in the ethylene-water vapor system
were also investigated.

2.

Collisional Deactivation Experiments

In the collisional deactivation experiments the tunable
laser, infrared filter number four (Figure j) connected to the pyro
electric detector, and the 20 cm gas cell were used.

The laser was

tuned to the P-18 line of the 10.6 micron band (10.572 microns).

The

optical arrangement is shown in Figure Jl.
The fluorescence cell was evacuated, flushed with ethylene
and re-evacuated.

Ethylene was Introduced into the cell and the pres

sure was adjusted to 55 torr.

The fluorescence Intensity was then

measured.
The infrared filter number four permitted the observation
of the 7*2 and the 10.6 micron fluorescence bands of ethylene.
The intensity of scattered laser radiation inside the cell
was much less than the fluorescence intensity, and it was easily sub
tracted from the total signal.
After measuring the fluorescence intensity of the pure
ethylene, various amounts of (a) nitrogen, (b) nitrogen saturated
with water vapor, or (c) air

were added to the cell.

After each ad

dition of the quenching gas, the pressure inside the cell and the
fluorescence intensity were recorded.

The quenching gases were added

until atmospheric pressure was reached inside the cell.
During the addition of the quenching gases, it was observed
that the laser beam was absorbed more strongly as the total pressure
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Inside Che gas cell Increased.

This effect,which was thought to be

due to pressure broadening, is discussed in detail in a following
section.

Corrections to the fluorescence intensities were made as

suming that- the fluorescence Intensities varied in a linear manner
with the laser power applied to the system.

Later experiments

demonstrated that this assumption was valid for the ethylene fluores
cence passing through filter number four.
The fluorescence Intensity of the pure ethylene divided by
the corrected fluorescence Intensity after the addition of the quench
ing gas, I0 /l, was plotted against the pressure of the gas added.
Figure

shows the quenching of ethylene by nitrogen.

The quenching

effect of nitrogen saturated with water vapor is shown In Figure 35,
and the quenching effect of air is shown in Figure

In each case

the initial amount of ethylene was 35 torr.
From the plots it Is apparent that the quenching efficiencies
of the three components tested were small and that the efficiencies
were about the same value.

Nitrogen saturated with H^O quenched the

fluorescence slightly more than did dry nitrogen, and room air
quenched slightly more efficiently than did nitrogen saturated with
water vapor.
The minor differences illustrated by Figures jk and 35 be
tween dry nitrogen and nitrogen saturated with water vapor indicate
that major changes in humidity would cause very little change in the
fluorescence intensity of ethylene.

Figures 3U and 35 demonstrate

that large variations in oxygen concentration will not produce large
variations in ethylene fluorescence intensities.

These data indicate

that variable humidity and variable oxygen concentrations will not be
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severe Interferences in the remote sensing of ethylene using laser
Induced Infrared fluorescence.
Using the Stern-Volmer quenching equation ,77,78 the lifetime
of excited ethylene in air at atmospheric pressure was calculated as
follows:
7q
I
where tq

.

To
7i ’

I s the lifetime of the fluorescence of the pure gas, and t x

is the lifetime of the colllslonally quenched fluorescence.
Yuan and Flynn have reported the lifetime of vlbratlonally
excited ethylene at 35 torr to be 5.8 microseconds .50

From the equa

tion above,

This lifetime

was calculated to be 0.1* microseconds.

corresponds to 1+ x 103 collisions per excited ethylene molecule.
Using an approximation proposed by Klldal and Byer, the
range resolution of a remote monitoring device may be calculated .5

AR

Where AR

»

|

(to + t g +

t

)

is the rangeresolution, c is the speed of light, t0 is

laser pulse

width, tg is the gate width of the detection system,

t is the lifetime of the fluorescent species.

the
and

A typical pulse width

for a pulsed infrared laser is 0.2 microsecond, and a typical detector
gate width would be 50 nanoseconds .5

Using these values and the life

time of ethylene calculated above, the range resolution of a remote
sensing device was calculated to be 100 meters.

This resolution is

sufficient to permit range determinations of molecular pollutants.

7^4
3.

Colllslonal Activation Experiments

Colllslonal activation of molecules by vlbratlonally excited
ethylene was also Investigated.

Intermolecular vlbratlonal-vlbratlonal

energy transfers In the ethylene-acetone and In the ethylene-water vapor
systems were found.
In these experiments the non-tunable laser and the Beckman
IR-10 spectrophotometer were used.

The optical arrangement Is shown

In Figure 9 .
Figure 37 shows how the addition of small amounts of ethylene
affected the acetone fluorescence Intensity.

Acetone was a weak

absorber of the non-tunable laser radiation, and laser induced acetone
fluorescence was observed as shown In Figure 37*

When ethylene, a

strong absorber at the lasing wavelength, was added to the cell, the
acetone fluorescence Intensity Increased.

It Is proposed that the

ethylene molecules absorbed the laser radiation, became vlbratlonally
excited, collided with the acetone molecules, and transferred their
vibrational energy to the acetone molecules.
A similar but weaker effect was observed for the ethylenewater vapor system.
with water vapor.

No fluorescence was observed In nitrogen saturated
When 0.1$ ethylene was added to the gas cell con

taining nitrogen saturated with water vapor, fluorescence at wavelengths
corresponding to H^O vibrational bands was observed.
Robinson and Katayama have observed collisional activation
by ethylene of a large number of molecules .79
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H.

The Isotropic Nature of Laser Induced Infrared Fluorescence

An Important parameter In the evaluation of laser Induced
Infrared fluorescence as a remote sensing method Is the relationship
between fluorescence Intensity and the variation of the angle between
the stimulating laser beam and the viewing direction of the detection
system.
Theoretical evaluations of laser Induced Infrared fluores
cence as a method of monitoring molecular air pollutants have assumed
that the excited pollutants emit radiation uniformly over a solid
angle of UTT steradlans .5 *19

It was demonstrated experimentally that

laser induced infrared fluorescence of ethylene is Indeed Isotropic.
In these experiments the non-tunable laser, sheathed flow
device, filter assembly and pyroelectric detector were used.

The

optical arrangement is shown in Figure 58 .
The components were arranged initially with the laser beam
passing approximately 2 cm over the top of the sheathed flow device
and the detector at right angles to the laser beam.

A small portion

of the beam produced by the Perkln-Elmer C0 2 laser radiated over a
large angle of divergence.

This divergent radiation scattered off

the sheathed flow device and completely overshadowed the fluorescence
signal In the 7 to 1U

region.

To eliminate this interference the

filter assembly was adjusted to pass radiation in the 3.5 to 10 p, region.
A small amount of scattered laser radiation passed through
the slightly transparent filter system (filter number 3 , Figure 7 ), but
the signal it produced was easily subtracted from the total fluores
cence signal.

n
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Chopper

7.
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It.

Filter Assembly
Pyroelectric Detector
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Ethylene flowed through the central portion of the sheathed
flow device at a rate of 520 cc/mln, and nitrogen flowed through the
outer ring of the device at a rate of 2800 cc/mln.
fluorescence signals were measured for the 90° case.

The scatter and
The detector

was then moved to view the fluorescence at angles of 128° and 25°
relative to the laser beam.

Care was taken to Insure that the detector

was placed at the same distance from the sheathed flow device at each
angle and that the viewing direction of the detector was centered 2 cm
above the sheathed flow device.
The net fluorescence signals measured at the various angles
are shown in Table VII.

Within the experimental error, the Intensity

values were the same, which strongly supports the hypothesis that the
fluorescence was isotropic.

I.

The Effect of Lasing Wavelength on Fluorescence Intensity and
Laser Beam Absorption

In the survey experiments described above, the fluorescence
intensities of ethylene, S02 , acetaldehyde, acetone, and benzene were
measured using each of the four laser bands available with the tunable
C0 2 laser.

In each case, one laser band produced greater fluorescence

In the molecule being studied than did the other lasing wavelengths.
In this section an extension of the survey work Is described.
Absorptivlties and fluorescence Intensities of S02 , formaldehyde,
acetaldehyde, ethylene, benzene, and acetone were measured at a number
of laser lines within the laser bands.

The tunable C0 2 laser, the 20 cm

gas cell, filter assembly, and pyroelectric detector were used.
optical arrangement is shown in Figure J9*

The
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TABLE VII
VARIATION IN FLUORESCENCE INTENSITY WITH ANGLE
Angle (degrees) of
detector to laser beam

Measured Fluorescence Intensity
(arbitrary units)

25°

48+5

90°

50 ± 5

128°

51 ± 5

BO

Figure
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'j.
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Filte r A ss em bl y
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One band of laser lines was chosen for use with each gas
sample.

The bands were selected for maximum overlap with the absorp

tion bands of the gases.

The band was in each case the same one which

produced the most intense fluorescence in the survey experiments
described in Section E.
A mixture of the pollutant, diluted in nitrogen, which pro
duced the most useful range of absorbance or fluorescence values was
selected for each of the

six compounds.

In some cases the absorbance

and fluorescence intensities were not measured at the same concentra
tion.

Although this is an undesirable approach in the experimental

method, it was felt that the results presented here were not signifi
cantly affected by this procedure.

The laser output power, laser

power transmitted through the sample, and the fluorescence intensity
were then recorded for each laser line in the band.
benzene, the total fluorescence was measured.

For ethylene and

For S02 , acetone, acetal

dehyde, and formaldehyde, Infrared filter number three was used to
reduce the scattered laser radiation striking the detector.
mission curve of the filter is shown in Figure J.

The trans

The experimental

results are presented in Tables VIII-XIII.
In the case of ethylene, the P1U line was absorbed to a much
greater extent than any of the other laser lines.

The ?2k and P 30 lines

were absorbed more strongly than were their neighbors, which Indicated
that their wavelengths closely matched a rotational line in the absorp
tion band of ethylene.

The fluorescence intensities qualitatively

followed the amount of energy absorbed by ethylene.

The fluorescence

intensity produced by the Pl^ line was anomalously low for 2.1$
ethylene.

It was suspected that the intensity of the laser beam was

TABLE VIII
INTERACTION OF THE P BRANCH OF THE 00°1-I0°0 C0 2 LASER BAND WITH ETHYLENE IN NITROGEN

Wavelength
(Microns)

p

Laser
Power
(Watts)

Fluorescence
Intensity
(Arbitrary
Units)

Transmittance
(Percent)

Absorptivity
(cm-atm)- 1

Power
Absorbed
(Watts)

1.6

1 .6

1 .6

2.1

Concentration ($ Ethylene in N 2)

Fluorescence
Intensity
(Arbitrary
Units)
0.3

5

10.476

1 .6

50

0 .9 4

0 .8

-

-

10

10.493

3 .6

19

2.25

2 .9

-

-

12

IO .512

4 .6

11

2 .97

4.1

450

52

14

IO .532

5-5

< 1

5-5

160

64

14

10.532

2 .5

30

16

IO .552

5.6

7

3.60

5.2

480

44

IS

IO .572

5-7

18

2 . 3I

4 .7

460

36

20

10.592

6.0

37

1.34

3 .8

390

-

22

10.612

6 .0

48

1.00

3-1

330

-

2L

IO .633

4 .2

26

1.84

3.1

410

-

26

10.564

3 .6

39

1.28

2 .2

300

-

23

10.675

2 .7

45

I .09

1-5

240

-

> 6 .2

(Concentration - 0 .1 $ in N2)

24

TABLE VIII (Continued)

50

10.696

2.6

35

l.U

1.7

2k0

32

10.719

l.k

^3

1.15

0 .8

180

3^

1 0 . Jk2

0 .7

29

1.69

0 .5

170

36

IO .765

O.L

50

0 .9^

0.2

<X

TABLE IX
INTERACTION OF THE R BRANCH OF THE 00°1-Q2°0 C0 2 LASER BAND WITH S02 IN NITROGEN

R

Wavelength
(Microns)

Concentration

Laser
Power
(Watts)

S02 in N 2 )

Transmittance
(Percent)

Absorptivity
(cm-atm) " 1

Power
Absorbed
(Watts)

Fluorescence
Intensity
(Arbitrary
Units)
56

35

35

35

32

9.211

1.7

56

0 .0 5 6

0.75

-

30

9.221

1.7

50

O.OL3

O .89

3

28

9.230

2 .0

53

o.oto

0 .9 L

16

26

9.2140

3 .^

56

0 .0 3 6

1.5

50

2k

9.251

L.O

53

0 .0 L0

1.9

5k

22

9 .2 6 2

k.k

61

0 .0 3 1

1.7

50

20

9.273

h.5

55

0 .0 3 7

2 .0

59

18

9.285

k.8

60

0 .0 3 1

1.9

52

16

9.296

k.8

73

0 .0 2 0

1-3

LI

lk

9.308

k.9

73

0 .0 2 0

1-3

27

12

9.320

3.^

81

0 .0 1 3

O .65

11

10

9-333

2 .0

82

0 .0 1 3

O .36

11

TABLE X

INTERACTION OF THE R BRANCH OF THE 00°l-02°0 C02 LASER RAND WITH ACETONE IN NITROGEN
Concentration * 26$ Acetone in Nitrogen

R

Wavelength
(Microns)

Laser
Power
(Watts)

Transmittance
(Percent)

Absorptivity
(cm-atm)"1

Power
Absorbed
(Watts)

Fluorescence
Intensity
(Arbitrary
Units)

30

9.221

1.2

75

0.024

0.3

3

28

9-230

2.3

61

0.040

0.9

11

26

9.240

3-2

59

0.044

1-3

23

24

9.251

4.1*

59

0.044

1.8

35

22

9 .2 6 2

4.2

64

0 .0 3 6

1.5

38

20

9.273

5 .4

59

0.044

2.2

43

18

9.285

5.5

62

0.040

2.1

43

16

9.296

5.0

64

0 .0 3 6

1.8

30

lb

9 .3 0 8

3 .5

57

0.046

1.5

17

12

9.320

3 .5

63

0.039

1.3

19

10

9-333

3 .5

69

0 .0 3 0

1.1

16

8

9-345

1.2

75

0.024

0.3

2

TABLE XI
INTERACTION OF THE R BRANCH OF THE 00°l-02°0 C02 LASER BAND WITH ACETALDEHYDE IN NITROGEN
Concentration = 6.6% Acetaldehyde in Nitrogen

Absorptivity
(cm-atm)"1

Power
Absorbed
(Watts)

Fluorescence
Intensity
(Arbitrary
Units)

R

Wavelength
(Microns)

Laser
Power
(Watts)

30

9.221

1 .8

28

0 .L2

1-3

27

28

9 .250

1.0

to

0 .5 0

0 .6

17

26

9 .2L0

3 .0

30

0.39

2 .1

59

2k

9.251

5.0

26

0 .1+5

3.7

90

22

9 .2 6 2

5.0

32

0.37

3-1+

81+

20

9 .2 7 5

5 .5

36

o.33

3-5

80

18

9 .2 8 5

I+.9

37

0.33

3.1

75

16

9 .2 9 6

1+.8

38

0 .5 2

3.0

72

U

9 .3 0 8

3.7

38

0 .5 2

2 .3

60

12

9.320

2.9

LI

0 .5 0

1.7

35

10

9.333

3-3

h6

0 .2 6

1 .8

36

9 .31+5

1.1

63

0 .1 5

0 .1+

10

Transmittance
(Percent)

cc
O'

TABLE XII
INTERACTION OF THE P BRANCH OF THE 00°1-10°0 C02 LASER BAND WITH FORMALDEHYDE IN NITROGEN
Concentration = 29$ Formaldehyde in Nitrogen

p

Wavelength
(Microns)

Laser
Power
(Watts)

Transmittance
(Percent)

Absorptivity
(cm-atm)"1

Power
Absorbed
(Watts)

Fluorescence
Intensity
(Arbitrary
Units)

8

10.L76

0 .8

75

0.021

0 .2

2

10

10.1+93

3.5

71

0 .0 2 6

1 .0

30

12

10.512

1+.5

60

O.O58

1 .8

11+

IO.532

5.0

76

0.021

1 .2

20

16

10.552

6 .2

55

0.01+5

2 .8

56

18

IO.572

6 .5

78

0 .0 1 9

1 .1+

13

20

IO.592

6 .5

80

0.017

1.5

16

22

10.612

6 .2

71

0 .0 2 6

1 .8

30

2k

10.653

5 .5

73

0 .021+

1.5

30

26

10.651+

5.3

76

0.021

1.5

16

28

10.675

3 .8

71+

0 .0 2 2

1 .0

11+

30

IO.696

2 .8

71

0 .0 2 6

0 .8

1L

TABLE XII (continued)
32

10.719

3-1

65

°.°3 3

1.1

15

34

1 0 .742

1.1

64

0 .0 3 3

0.4

3

TABLE XIII
INTERACTION OF THE P BRANCH OF THE 00°1-02°0 C02 LASER BAND WITH BENZENE IN NITROGEN
Concentration =

R

Wavelength
(Microns)

9.5$ Benzene in Nitrogen

Laser
Power
(Watts)

Transmittance
(Percent)

Absorptivity
(cm-atm)-1

Power
Absorbed
(Watts)

Fluorescence
Intensity
(Arbitrary
Units)

10

9.1*78

1-5

62

0.11

0.5

5

12

9 .1+89

2.k

50

0.16

1.2

20

Ik

9.505

5-5

k9

0.16

1.8

25

16

9.521

k.b

1+6

0.18

2 .1*

35

18

9-557

k.5

hk

0.19

2.5

35

20

9.555

*+•5

kk

0.19

2.5

35

22

9.569

5-0

52

0.15

2 .1*

30

21

9.586

1+.0

60

0.12

1.6

20

26

9.603

k.Q

57

0.13

1.7

20

28

9.621

5.9

26

0.31

2.9

1*0

50

9.659

2.7

7

O .63

2.5

35

52

9.658

1.7

2k

0.35

1.3

20
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depleted before it reached the Intersection of the axes of the detector
and the beam.

The ethylene concentration was reduced to 0 . ^ and the

fluorescence Intensities for the P12, 1^, 16, and 18 lines followed
the expected trend.
There Is little detail resolved in the case of S02 .

The R22

line is absorbed less strongly than its neighbors and produces a
slightly weaker fluorescence intensity than do the adjacent lines.
This behavior for the R22 line was not profoundly different from that
of the adjacent lines; however, the behavior was reproducible.

Other

wise, the absorption generally follows the low resolution absorption
spectrum of S02 .
There were no great differences in the absorption or the re
sulting fluorescence intensity of acetone for the different laser
lines Investigated.

The extremes of the band were less strongly

absorbed than the center.
The R21+ line was absorbed most strongly and produced the
greatest fluorescence intensity in acetaldehyde.
The P12 and Pl6 lines were absorbed more strongly by formal
dehyde than were their neighbors, and they produced greater fluores
cence than did the adjacent lines.
The P^O
more intense P28

line was absorbed most strongly by benzene.

The

line produced the strongest fluorescence, however.

It was demonstrated that rotational detail of the Infrared
absorption bands of six compounds can be resolved at atmospheric pres
sure by lines available in the C0 2 gas laser.

Similar data for ozone

have been published .2'3 As was expected more detail was resolved for
the smaller molecules, ethylene and formaldehyde, than was resolved
for acetone, benzene, acetaldehyde and S02 .
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The absorption and fluorescence patterns should be specific
for the lndlvldjal molecules.

The patterns will be useful in resolv

ing Interference effects from other molecules or particulates in
remote sensing experiments which employ the C0 2 laser .2 8 *80
Laser beam (pump) depletion was observed for the PlL line in
ethylene.

This problem, which will arise if large concentrations of

some pollutants are present, can be solved by using a laser line which
is less strongly absorbed.

J.

The Effects of Laser Power and Sample Concentration on Fluores
cence Intensity

1.

Introduction

Ethylene, when excited with a C0 2 gas laser beam, has been
observed to fluoresce at wavelengths corresponding to its infrared
absorption bands
and 2.3 p.2 5 *44*50

which are located at 10.5 p,, 7.0 p,, 5*3

3*3 M-»

Yuan and Flynn have reported that I a p 2,2 for

the 5 t-1 band and that I a P 3,1 for the 3 M' band, where I is the
ethylene fluorescence intensity and P is the laser power .50

The

analytical implications of these exponential relationships between
fluorescence intensity and laser power are great.

The fluorescence

intensities of the different bands of ethylene versus laser power at
various partial pressures of ethylene at both reduced pressures and
atmospheric pressure were measured.

From these data the relationships

between laser power and fluorescence intensity and between sample con
centration and fluorescence intensity were determined.

Variations in

laser beam absorption by ethylene with increasing pressure were ob
served and were attributed to pressure broadening of rotational lines.
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Using the laser power and concentration relationships to fluores
cence intensity, the performance of a hypothetical remote pollution
monitor was evaluated.

2.

Experimental

a.

Equipment

Both the tunable and the non-tunable lasers were used in
these experiments.

The tunable laser was operated on the P-26 line

of the 10.6 micron band {lO.G'jk M-)-

The non-tunable laser operated

on the P-20, P-22, and P-2h lines of the 10.6 micron band (10.592,
10.612,

IO.653 p.)*

Irtran-2 discs (Eastman Kodak) placed in a filter

holder were used to reduce systematically the power density of the
laser beam entering the cell.

The McPherson monochromator fitted

with the Beckman thermopile detector was used to monitor the lasing
wavelength.

The fluorescence was monitored with the pyroelectric

detector attached to the filter assembly.

The optical arrangement

is shown in Figure bO.

b.

Experimental Procedure

Two sets of experiments were performed; one set at reduced
pressures and one at atmospheric pressure.
i. Studies at Reduced Pressures
For the experiments at reduced pressure the tunable C0 2 laser
was adjusted to lase at the P-26 line of the 10.6 p. band.

The P-26

line was absorbed much more strongly by ethylene at reduced pressures
than were the neighboring laser lines.

The P-26 line also produced

more Intense fluorescence in ethylene than did the neighboring lines.

\

-t>
1.

Tunable C02 Laser

2.

Laser Beam Attenuator

c.

Pyroelectric Detector

J.

Chopper

7.

Power Meter

i-.

23 cm Glass Cell

Figure LO.

Filter Assembly

Monochromator

OPTICAL ARRANGEMENT, G

9^

The gas cell was evacuated, and Into It a measured amount of ethylene
was introduced.

The laser power entering the absorption cell, the

laser power leaving the absorption cell, and the fluorescence inten
sity were recorded.

The laser power entering the cell was systematic

ally reduced by inserting a variable number of Irtran discs in the
beam.

The three dependent variables indicated above were then again

recorded.

Approximately six power levels between 1 and 7 watts per

cm 2 were used in each run.

The fluorescence intensity over four wave

length ranges was measured by using the four fluorescence filter posi
tions.

For each of the twenty-four combinations of laser power and

fluorescence wavelength range the pressure of ethylene in the cell
was varied.

The ethylene pressures were 3 , 6 , 9» 12, I 5 , and 18 torr.

Finally, 18 torr of ethylene was introduced into the cell and the
fluorescence quenching^
measured.

presumably by collisional deactivation,

was

This was repeated using all four fluorescence filter ranges.

The quenching curves were recorded.
ii.

Studies at Atmospheric Pressure

It has been shown above that ethylene vibrational fluores
cence is quenched by about one order of magnitude by nitrogen at
atmospheric pressure.

Hence, for the experiments at atmospheric

pressure the higher power densities produced by the non-tunable laser
were required to produce a range of fluorescence Intensities suitable
for study.

In these experiments, ethylene was mixed with nitrogen and

allowed to flow through the gas cell.

Calibrated flowmeters were used

to measure the ratios of ethylene to nitrogen.

The fluorescence in

tensities emitted from four different ethylene concentrations were
measured.

The concentrations were 0.7$, 1.3$, 2.0$, and 2.9$.

The
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fluorescence wavelength ranges Investigated were again 1.75 to 5 M-»

3.3 to 10 u , 7-0 to I 3 (x, and the total fluorescence.

As In the re

duced pressure studies, measurements were made of the laser power (a)
entering the cell,

(b) leaving the cell, and

(c) the fluorescence

intensity under each set of conditions.

3.

Results and Discussion

a.

Variation of Fluorescence Intensity with Laser Power

The fluorescence intensity versus laser power was plotted
on log-log graph paper, and the slope of the best fitting straight
line was determined.

The straight line represented the equation, I =»

kPx , where I is the fluorescence intensity, k is a constant, P is the
laser power , and x is the slope of the line.

Fluorescence intensity

versus pressure or partial pressure of ethylene was also plotted on
log-log graph paper, and the slope of the best straight line was mea
sured.

In these plots, corrections were made for the loss of laser

power before the beam reached the intersection of the axes of the
bean and the fluorescence exit window.

Here, the straight line re-

y

presented the equation, I = 1C , where I is the fluorescence intensity,
1 is a constant, C is the concentration or pressure of ethylene, and
y is the slope of the line.

The values of x and y using the four dif

ferent fluorescence filter positions are given in Tables XIV and XV.
At reduced pressure it was observed that I ry pPmP for the
1.75 M- to 5 p, region and that I ry P 1*4 for the 3.3 p, to 10 p, region.
These results are in general agreement with those reported by Yuan and
Flynn .50

The fluorescence intensity in the 7 p. to I 5 m- region was
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TABLE XIV
ETHYLENE FLUORESCENCE AT REDUCED PRESSURE
(3 to 18 torr ethylene)

Infrared
Filter
Number

Infrared
Bandpass
(Microns)

Percent of
Total
Fluorescence

X
(I o' PX )

1

open

100

1.0 + 0.1

1.2 + 0.1

2.2 + 0.2

2.8 + 0.2

2

1.75-5

0.7

Y
(I a

Collislonal
Deactivation
(lo/l at 50
torr N 2 added)
2.2 + 0.2

3.5 + 0.2

3

3 .3-10

17

l.U + 0.1

1.6 + 0.1

2.8 + 0.2

1+

7 .0-15

89

1.1 + 0.1

1.3 + 0.1

2.3 + 0.2
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TABLE XV
ETHYLENE FLUORESCENCE AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
(0.7 to 2.9$ Ethylene in Nitrogen)
Infrared
Filter
Number

Infrared
Bandpass
(Microns)

1

open

2

1.75-c
;

3

3 -3-10

U

7-15

Percent of
Total
Fluorescence
100

X
(I a PX )
0.1

1.2+0.1

10

1.0 + 0.2

I .3 + 0.2

~ 100

1.0 + 0.1

1.2 + 0.1

<

1.0 +

Y
(I « Cy )

0.5
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approximately linear with laser power.

Only a small fraction of the

total fluorescence intensity was observed at the shorter wavelengths.
The fluorescence passing through filter number three contained a con
tribution from the 10 .5 ^ or resonance band of ethylene.

This contri

bution undoubtedly accounts for a large portion of the fluorescence
which was observed to pass through filter number three.
At atmospheric pressure the fluorescence intensity in the
wavelength range I .75 n to 5 n was too weak to measure.

Hence, it

was not possible to measure the intensity variation with laser power
or sample concentration.

Within the experimental error the intensity

of the total fluorescence signal and the intensity in the ranges 3.3
to 10 m, and 7 to I 5 n varied linearly with laser power.

Again, the

resonance fluorescence undoubtedly accounted for a large portion of
the radiation passing through filter number three.
b.

Variation in Fluorescence Intensity with Sample Concentra
tion
At reduced pressure and at atmospheric pressure, non-linear

variations in fluorescence intensity with pressure of ethylene were
observed.

It was found that I ry C 1*2 for the resonance fluorescence

(filter number four) and for the total fluorescence (filter number one).
For filter numbers two and three, higher exponential variations were
observed.
c.

Change of Quantum Efficiency with Sample Concentration
If self-absorption is negligible, the fluorescence intensity

should be proportional to the product of the quantum efficiency and
the sample concentration.

Since the total fluorescence intensity was

observed to vary with the 1.2 power of the ethylene concentration, it
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was suspected that the quantum efficiency varied with the ethylene
concentration.

In order to investigate this hypothesis, several dif

ferent C02 laser lines were used to Induce ethylene fluorescence.
Considerable variations in laser beam absorption by ethylene at
atmospheric pressure have been observed for the different laser lines
of the 10.6 p. band (see Table Vin).
20, and 22

For the laser lines, P-14, 16, 18,

of the 10.6 p. band the laser was adjusted to an output

power of seven watts, and then the ethylene concentrations in nitrogen
Inside the gas cell were adjusted so that six watts of power were
absorbed and one watt of laser power left the cell.

For the five

different laser lines ethylene concentrations necessary to absorb
this quantity of radiation were P-1U (0.17$), P-16 (1.16$), P-18
(l.9l+$), and P-22 ( h . 25 %) .

For each laser line the ethylene concen

tration and the total fluorescence intensity were recorded.

Since the

laser power entering the gas cell and the laser power leaving the cell
were the same in each case, the fluorescence intensity was proportional
to the quantum efficiency.

The fluorescence intensity or relative

quantum efficiency was plotted on log-log graph paper and the best
straight line was drawn through the five points.

The straight line

represented the equation $ = mC , where $ is the quantum efficiency,
m is a constant, C is the ethylene concentration, and z is the slope
of the line.

The slope was determined to be 0.2.

If I a $ C and

$ a C°*2 , then I <y C 1'2 , which is the proportionality found originally,
d.

Collisional Deactivation of the Different Fluorescence
Wavelengths
The collisional deactivation experiments demonstrated that

the shorter wavelength fluorescence bands (1.79 to 9 p and /!>•'> to

p

)
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were quenched more readily by nitrogen than was the resonance fluores
cence (10.6 p.).

The results are presented in Table XIV.

This effect

accounts for the decrease in the relative intensities of the shorter
wavelength bands of ethylene in nitrogen at atmospheric pressure.
Although the risetime of the shorter wavelength fluorescence of
ethylene has not been determined, data for other molecules indicate
that intramolecular transfer of vibrational energy is much slower than
the risetime of the resonance fluorescence band.3 5 ’81

Since more time

is taken for excitation and subsequent fluorescence at shorter wave
lengths, more time is available for fluorescence at these wavelengths
to be quenched by collisional deactivation.

This fact would explain

the higher quenching efficiency of nitrogen for the fluorescence bands
of ethylene at shorter wavelengths and the lower quenching efficiency
of nitrogen for the resonance band.
e.

The Effect of Pr essure Broadening

During the collisional deactivation experiments, the absorp
tion of the P-26 line by ethylene was observed to decrease with
Increasing pressure of nitrogen added.

These variations in absorption

with total pressure were recorded for the P-26 line and are shown in
Figure 1+1.

The values for IQ /l in Table XIV were corrected for these

changes in absorption.

For all of the other laser lines from P-11+ to

P-28 the absorption by ethylene was observed to increase with increas
ing total pressure.
in Figures 1+1 and 1+2.

These data were also recorded and are presented
These results may be explained in terms of

pressure broadening of the ethylene rotational lines where the P-26
line is close to the center of a rotational line at reduced pressure,
and the other laser Lines (P-1h to P-21+ and P-28) fall somewhere be
tween the rotational lines of ethylene at reduced pressure.

100
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200
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k.

Summary and Conclusions

The following results were obtained for laser Induced
ethylene fluorescence.
At reduced pressure, I <y p2,2 for the fluorescence between
1.75 M- and 5 M' and 1 rx P 1*4 for fluorescence between 3.5 p. and 10 |x.
The resonance fluorescence Intensity (7 m> to I 5 p.) was approximately
linear with laser power.
At atmospheric pressure the fluorescence intensity was
linear with laser power for all fluorescence observed.
At both reduced pressure and atmospheric pressure, I a C 1’2
for the resonance fluorescence.

For the shorter wavelength fluores

cence higher exponential variations were observed.

These non-linear

variations in fluorescence intensity with sample concentration were
demonstrated to be due to the quantum efficiency of the fluorescence
process increasing with increasing sample concentration.
The shorter wavelength fluorescence bands were quenched
more rapidly by nitrogen than was the resonance fluorescence.

This

was attributed to the longer risetime of the shorter wavelength fluores
cence.

This supports the hypothesis that fluorescence at shorter

wavelengths involves multiphoton adsorption at the resonance line,
redistribution of energy in the molecular causing vibration of higher
energy modes and, finally, fluorescence by the excited molecule.
Laser beam absorption by ethylene was observed to vary with
the pressure of nitrogen added.

This effect was attributed to pres

sure broadening of the rotational lines of ethylene.
The data show that the shorter wavelength bands are much
weaker than the resonance fluorescence band of ethylene.

These

loll

shorter wavelength bands are quenched more rapidly by nitrogen than
Is the resonance band, and the fluorescence Intensities of the shorter
wavelength bands decrease more rapidly with decreasing concentration
of ethylene than does the Intensity of the resonance band.

Although

Yuan and Flynn reported that 1(5 p,) <y p2 *2 and 1(3 p,) & p3 *1 with power
densities between O.k and It watts per cm2 , they found that the fluores
cence Intensity of the 3 p, band was only about 5$ of the Intensity of
the

5 M- band with a pulsed laser power density of approximately 1000

watts per cm2 .50

This information Indicated that at the low ethylene

concentrations, which would be expected in the atmosphere, the shorter
wavelength band fluorescence probably will not be useful in a remote
monitoring experiment.

The resonance band fluorescence will be useful

In a remote monitoring experiment, and it has been shown that the
resonance fluorescence intensity increases in an approximately linear
manner with increasing laser power and with increasing ethylene con
centration.

K.

Particulate Interferences

The effects of particulate matter on laser induced ethylene
fluorescence were investigated.

It has been suggested that particu

late matter may absorb the infrared laser radiation and then transfer
the energy to the molecular species.22
for the shorter wavelength fluorescence.

This would be an explanation
Collisional activation of

the molecular species by laser heated particulates would be an inter
ference to be reckoned with in a remote sensing experiment.

In this

work, particulate matter was not found to be involved in the molecular
fluorescence process.
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Particulates from burning paper were mixed with nitrogen
and ethylene.

The particulates were assumed to range In size from

about 0.1 micron to 10 microns.02

The tunable laser, 20 cm gas cell,

filter assembly, and pyroelectric detector were used In the experi
ments.

The laser was operated on the P-16

The optical arrangement

line

of

the 10.6 p,band.

Is shown In Figure 59*

The fluorescence or scattering from the cell was recorded at
each of the four filter

assembly positions for the following mixtures:

nitrogen, nitrogen plus

ethylene, nitrogen plus

particulates,and

nitrogen plus ethylene plus particulates.
The results are shown In Table XVI.

Some scattering of the

laser beam from the cell walls was observed with nitrogen only in the
cell at filter positions one and four.

With the addition of 0.8$

ethylene, fluorescence was observed at all four filter positions.
Intense scattering by the particulate matter was observed through
filters one and four.

A signal from the particulate matter in nitrogen

was also observed through filter number three, but no signal was ob
served through filter number two.

Upon the addition of ethylene to

the nitrogen plus particulates, the signals through filters one and
four decreased.

This was presumed to be due to the strong absorption

of the scattered laser radiation by the ethylene.

The intensity

passing through filter number three increased by a factor of four
over the nitrogen plus ethylene case.

This increase and the signal

passing through filter number three in the nitrogen plus particulate
case were evidence that the particulate matter was being heated by
the laser beam and was activating the shorter wavelength ethylene
fluorescence.
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TABLE XVI
EFFECTS OF PAPE R SMOKE ON LASER INDUCED ETHYLENE FLUORESCENCE

Infrared
Filt er
Number

Infrared
Bandpass
(M ic ro ns )

I
(n 2
Only)

I
(n 2 + 0.856
Ethylene)

I
(N2 +
Smoke)

I
(Ne + O .856
Ethylene
+ Smoke)

1

open

1+.0 + 0.1

3.3 ± 0.1

55 ± 1

6.5 ± 0.1

2

1.75-5

0.0 + 0.1

0.2 + 0.1

0.0 + 0.1

0.1 + 0.1

3

3-3-10

0.1 + 0.1

0 .1+ + 0.1

0.3 + 0.1

1.2 + 0.1

1+

7-15

I4.0 + 0.1

2.5 + 0.1

1+0 + 1

5.0 + 0.1
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After approximately

minutes the visible particulate

mat te r had precipitated onto the walls of the cell.

The signal

pa ssing through filter number three remained the same.
particulates were re-introduced

Nitro ge n plus

into the cell and allowed to p re ci pi

tate while the signal passing through filter number three was monitored.
The signal did not decrease with time.
that the signals passing

These observations

suggested

through filter number three were due to

fluorescing m ol ecular combustion products rather than to particulate
matter.
In order to test this hypothesis,
burning paper was passed through an
before

it was passed

into the ceil.

are presented in Table XVII.
number four was observed.

8

cm long activated charcoal bed

The results of this experiment

A smaller signal passing through filter

This was probably due to the trapping of

some particulates by the charcoal bed.
duced no significant

the smoke produced by the

The particulate matter p r o 

increase in the signals p as sin g through filter

number three.
The experiment in which the particulate m a t te r was allowed
to precipitate onto the walls of the cell demonstrated that the inter
ferences observed were due to non-precipitable material
mol ecular species).

And in the following experiment,

(possibly

the activated

charcoal bed presumably removed most of the mol ec ul ar combustion
products from the particulates.

The results indicated that the p a r 

ticulate matter with the mole cu la r co mbustion products removed did not
interfere with the fluorescence process.
Although particulates were not observed to interfere with
the

fluorescence process,

very strong scattering of the laser b eam by
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TABLE XVII
EFFECTS OF PAPER SMOKE ON LASER INDUCED ETHYLENE FLUORESCENCE
(Smoke Passed through Activated Charcoal)

Infrared
Filter
Number

k

Infrared
Bandpass
(Microns)

I
(n 2
Only)

I
(n2 + 0 .8#
Ethylene)

I
(n 2 +
Smoke)

I
(N2 + 0.8#
Ethylene
+ Smoke)

3.3-10

0.0 + 0.1

o.k ± 0.1

0.0 + 0.1

0.5 + 0.1

7-15

3-5 ± 0.1

2.5 + 0.1

14.0 + 0.1

4.5 + 0.1

lo y

the particulates was observed.

This scattering will be a direct

Interference in the observation of resonance laser Induced fluores
cence.

L.

Long Pa th Fl uorescence Cells

In attempts to lower the detection limits in the fluores
cence experiments, two one-meter fluorescence cells were constructed.
The first long path cell (Figure U) did not collect radiation
over a sufficiently long path to significantly increase the analytical
sensitivity over that obtained with a short fluorescence cell.

The

optical system collected scattered laser radiation from the rear
Irtran-2 window, and this scattered radiation interfered with the ob
servation of the resonance laser Induced fluorescence.
The second long path cell incorporated a multiple reflection
optical system (Figure 5 ).

The mirrors were aligned so that radiation

being reflected up to six times was eventually passed out of the cell
and into the detection system.
scribed by Welsh.73

The alignment procedure has been de

Also, the second cell employed "muzzles" which

were designed to eliminate the collection of radiation which was
scattered from the laser beam entrance and exit windows.

The optical

gain of the cell was equal to 1 + R x + R 22 + -- + Rnn »72 where R is
the reflectivity of the mirrors and n is the number of reflections
collected.

The equation assumes no absorption losses.

The gains for

cells of this design which were used in Raman spectroscopy were typic
ally 10 to 20.72

In the infrared fluorescence work, self-absorption

by the fluorescing molecular species proved to be the limiting factor
in the usefulness of the cell.

The concentration of the molecular
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species being Investigated was reduced to the point that self-absorption
was 5$ or less over the length of the cell.

At these low concentrations

no fluorescence could be observed when the monochromator was used.

The

experiments were repeated using only the detector and filter assembly.
In these experiments a small amount of scattered laser radiation Inter
fered with the observation of the resonance fluorescence.

By measuring

the phase shift of the signal from the cell, It was possible to dis
tinguish between scattered laser radiation and fluorescence.

On

several occasions, signals were observed from room air which had
significant phase shifts from the scattered laser radiation.

These

signals, however, were not reproducible and could not be calibrated
with known substances.

M.

Remote Sensing Experiments

Several attempts were made to observe laser Induced Infrared
fluorescence In the atmosphere.

Possible atmospheric fluorescence

signals were observed In the experiments In which the multi-reflection
fluorescence cell was used (Section

l

).

The scattering of the laser

beam within the cell Interfered with the observation of the possible
fluorescence signals, however.

Remote sensing experiments were con

ducted In which no cells were used.
The first remote sensing experiments conducted employed the
tunable laser for most of the Investigations and the non-tunable laser
for a few of the experiments.

Also used were a Cassegralnlan tele

scope, the McPherson monochromator, and the pyroelectric detector.
The arrangement of this equipment Is shown In Figure V,.

The viewing

direction of the telescope was coaxial with the laser beam.

The

Ill
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Figure 43.
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telescope was focused on a point approximately 20 meters away.
During the experiments, the laser was operated at all four of the
wavelength bands, and the monochromator scanned from 2 to 1 'j microns.
Signals with a wavelength of 7 microns were observed lront
the atmosphere.

Since the laser beam was not modulated In these first

experiments, It was suspected that these 7 micron signals were thermal
in nature.

In experiments in which the laser beam was modulated, no

signals from the atmosphere were observed.
The second group of remote sensing experiments employed the
non-tunable laser, a 1(0 cm concave mirror with a focal length of
1(0 cm, and the pyroelectric detector connected to the McPherson
filter assembly.
in Figure 44.

The large m* ror was focused on a point along the path

of the laser beam.
the mirror.

The optical arrangement of this equipment is shown

The point was approximately 2 meters away from

Care was taken to eliminate the possibility of reflected

laser radiation being collected by the optical system.
On one occasion signals from the atmosphere were observed.
The signals passed both filter number three (3*3 to 10 microns) and
filter number four (7 to 15 microns).

The fact that the laser beam

was modulated eliminated the possibility that the signals were thermal
The signal intensity was observed to vary with time, and the most
intense signals were recorded in the early morning.

Unfortunately,

these results could not be reproduced in later experiments.

The

origin of the signals observed remains unknown.
In an attempt to conduct a more controlled experiment, the
following work was done.

The tunable laser, bO cm mirror, and the

pyroelectric detector connected to the filter assembly were arranged

I1

i.

C 0 ;j Laser
Chopper
Power Meter
^lat Mirror
JtO cm Concave Mirror
Filter Assembly

i'.

Pyroelectric Detector

Figure

LI.
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in the manner shown in Figure h'j..

The large mirror was focused on a

point directly in front of the fluorescence detector.

The laser beam

passed through this point, was reflected by a small plane mirror, and
terminated at a power meter which was approximately 8 meters away
from the other components of the experiment.
The volume of the room in which the experiments were con
ducted was calculated.

A volume of ethylene which produced a concen

tration of approximately 1J0 ppm in the room air was released.

Results

from the small gas cell experiments predicted that 100 ppm of ethylene
could be detected if all reflections of the laser beam were eliminated.
The laser beam was absorbed by the ethylene in the room air
over the 8 meter path to the final power meter.

The ratio of the

power levels received by the two power meters was used to calculate
the concentration of ethylene in the air.

The absorption method was

useful down to a concentration of L
) ppm ethylene in air.
The first experiment conducted produced an emission signal
to noise ratio of eight-to-one for an ethylene concentration of 8 ppm.
The signal was thought to be due to ethylene fluorescence.

When the

laser was tuned to the 10.6 micron band, emission signals were ob
served.

When the laser was tuned to wavelengths which were not

absorbed by the ethylene, the emission signals were greatly reduced.
In a later experiment, an emission signal was observed when
the laser was tuned to the 9*2 micron band.

The signal was much

weaker when the laser was tuned to any of the other bands.

Ethylene

does not absorb at 9.2 microns, and no molecular constituents of air
absorb appreciably at 9*2 microns.

It was suspected that the signals

were due to some effect other than atmospheric molecular fluorescence.

11
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In the process of tracing the source of the emission signals, it was
found that shielding the detector from viewing the surface of the
laser beam reflector eliminated much of the signal.

The data suggested

that the surface of the mirror preferentially scattered the shorter
wavelength laser radiation.

The mirror surface was gold in this ex

periment .
In the experiment in which the emission signals were attri
buted to ethylene fluorescence, an aluminum mirror was used to reflect
the laser beam.

It is possible that the aluminum mirror surface pre

ferentially scattered the 10.6 micron laser radiation, and this
scattered radiation was sensed by the detector.
Experiments were conducted in which the detector was
shielded from viewing the laser beam reflector surface.

As in the

experiments described above, approximately I30 ppm of ethylene was
initially present in the room.

No signals which could be attributed

to ethylene fluorescence were observed.

IV.

A.

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Methods of Excitation

Several interesting phenomena were observed in this work:
(l) the occurrence of infrared fluorescence at wavelengths shorter
than the exciting laser wavelength;

(2) the exponential increases in

fluorescence intensity with increasing laser power; and

(3 ) the ex

potential increases in fluorescence intensity with increasing partial
pressure of ethylene.

These observations indicated that mechanisms

other than resonance absorption and fluorescence were occurring in
the experiments.
It is proposed that the following methods of excitation may
be important in laser induced infrared fluorescence:

1.

1.

Ground state absorption.

2.

Intramolecular energy transfer.

3.

Excited state absorption.

k.

Intermolecular energy transfer.

3.

Thermal excitation.

Ground State Absorption

In the case of ethylene fluorescence, ground state absorp
tion is undoubtedly the principal method of excitation.

Ethylene is

a strong absorber of laser ratiation at 10.6 microns and is observed
to fluoresce strongly at 10.6 microns.

The fluorescence intensity of

the 10.6 micron band is linear with laser power and is approximately
linear with the partial pressure of ethylene.

11Y
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In the case of C0-. infrared fluorescence, ground state ab
sorption Is apparently not an Important method of excitation.

Carbon

dioxide excited by laser radiation at 10.0 microns is observed to
fluoresce at k.$ microns.33

C0-, is not a strong absorber of laser

radiation at 10.6 microns and is not observed to fluoresce strongly
at 10.6 microns.

2.

Intramolecular Energy Transfer

Intramolecular redistribution of vibrational energy is a
general phenomenon for molecules excited by Infrared laser radiation.
In all cases, when one rotational line in a vibrational band is ex
cited, fluorescence is observed from many other rotational lines
within the vibrational band.

This redistribution of energy throughout

the vibrational band is thought to occur within a few nanoseconds.5
Intramolecular redistribution of vibrational energy to
other vibrational modes has been demonstrated for a number of mole
cules .34 »38 »51

It is thought that this intramolecular energy transfer

is stimulated by molecular collisions.34

Intramolecular vibrational

energy transfer is undoubtedly an important mechanism in the excita
tion of the wide variety of vibrational modes which are observed to
fluoresce in ethylene and other molecules.

).

Excited State Absorption

It has been demonstrated that excited state absorption is
the dominant mechanism in laser induced carbon dioxide fluorescence.33
An excited vibrational level of COp at 0.1Y21 ev (l^HH cm-1 or
microns) is slightly populated at room temperature.

The thermally

11-)

excited C02 molecules absorb 10.6 micron laser radiation and are
further excited to an energy level 0 .2yl3 ev (2$'/) cm- 1 or h.'j
microns) above the ground state.

The excited molecules then may re

turn to the ground state with the emission of h.'j micron photons.
It has been shown that the vibrational energy levels of
CH3F ,49 ethylene,50 and acetone00 are spaced such that excited staLe
absorption may be occurring during laser Induced fluorescence experi
ments.

Although excited state absorption has not been clearly

demonstrated for ethylene and other organic molecules, it is quite
probable that excited state absorption is an important mechanism in
the laser excitation of higher energy vibrational bands.49»5 0 »69

b.

Intermolecular Vibrational Energy Transfer

In this and in other works it has been demonstrated that
intermolecular vibrational energy transfer occurs in laser induced
fluorescence experiments.

It is possible that two vibrationally ex

cited molecules may collide and that one of the molecules transfers
some of its vibrational energy to the second molecule.50

This would

be a possible explanation for the shorter wavelength fluorescence
which is observed.
The results presented in this work show that the intensities
of the shorter wavelength fluorescence bands of ethylene vary exponen
tially with the partial pressure of ethylene.

These results demonstrate

a concentration dependence for the shorter wavelength fluorescence,
which indicates that intermolecular vibrational energy transfer is at
least partially responsible for the shorter wavelength fluorescence of
ethylene.

120

In the case of C02 which absorbs laser energy at a thermally
excited vibrational state, the fluorescence intensity has been ob
served to vary in a linear manner with laser power. 4-J

The fact that

the fluorescence intensities of the shorter wavelength bands of
ethylene vary exponentially with laser power indicates that mechanisms
other than room temperature excited state absorption are operating.
It is proposed that intramolecular and intermolecular vibra
tional energy redistribution significantly increase the populations
of the excited vibrational states of ethylene, and this in turn leads
to enhanced excited state absorption by ethylene.

j.
‘

Thermal Ex c it at io n

It is well known that infrared emission can be produced by
simply heating a gas sample.

Results presented in this work and pre

viously published work demonstrate that thermal excitation may be
occurring in laser induced infrared fluorescence experiments.

Ther

mally excited molecular species would be expected to emit radiation
at all of the vibrational modes of the species.
It. is felt that by modulating the exciting laser beam and
detecting only emission with the same frequency as the modulation fre
quency that most of the thermal emission is not detected.

It was

demonstrated in this work that particulates did not cause thermal
excitation of ethylene to any measurable extent.

It was also demon

strated in thi§ work that ethylene fluorescence at 10.6 microns and
at 7 microns could be observed without the use of a walled cell.
These results indicate that thermal excitation is not the principal
mechanism operating in laser induced ethylene fluorescence.

i;*i

B.

F luorescence

Lifetimes

Flu orescence lifetimes are important
of the ex citation mechanisms discussed above.
a remote sensing apparatus which employs
cence,

in the investigation
In the evaluation of

laser induced infrared fluores

the fluorescence lifetime will undoubtedly be the limiting

factor in the range resolution of the a p p a r a t u s . 5
Previously published work has shown that two decay processes
occur in laser induced infrared fluorescence exp e r i m e n t s . 50
has a lifetime of a few microseconds,

One process

and the other process has a life

time of a few m i l l i s e c o n d s . 50

Due to equipment limitations, only the longer decay process
was observed in this work.

A lifetime was calculated for the shorter

decay process of vibrationally excited ethylene.

The calculated life

time restricts the range resolution of a remote ethylene sensing
experiment to 100 meters.

Considerable variations in fluorescence

lifetimes of other vibrationally excited species are expected,5 and
fluorescence lifetimes for some molecules are expected to be much
longer than the lifetime of ethylene.

The data processing will be

very complicated in a remote sensing experiment in which fluorescence
is collected from several different molecular species.

And in the

remote sensing of molecules with fluorescence lifetimes longer than
one microsecond, the range resolution will be greater than 200 meters.

C.

Interferences

1.

in Laser Induced Infrared Fluorescence

Normal Atmospheric Constituents

Results presented

in this work demonstrated that the eff i

ciencies of colllslonal deac LI vat ion of ethylene fluorescence by

nitrogen, oxygen, or water vapor are quite
considerable variations

low.

It was shown that

in oxygen and wate r vapor concentrations did

not greatly affect ethylene fluorescence intensities.

2.

Other M ol ecular Interferences

Ro binson and Katayama have investigated other possible m o l e 
cular interferences

in laser Induced ethylene fluorescence.

mol ecules whi ch they used
benzene, methane, propane,

in the interference studies were propylene,
1-butene, chloroform, carbon tetrachloride,

acetone, and sulfur dioxide.
be a severe

The

None of the mo lecules were observed to

interference in the ob servation of laser induced ethylene

f l u o r e s c e n c e .79
Since the ethylene d ea cti va ti on p robabilities of all of the
mol ecules

investigated were uniformly

cul ar species present

low, it is suspected that m o l e 

in a few parts per mi l l i o n will not

the o bs er vat io n of fluorescence from ethylene

interfere in

in ppm concentrations

in

the air.
It is u nk nown wh ether severe m o l e c u l a r interferences will be
found for other fluorescing species.

3.

Particulate

Interferences

It was shown in this work that particulates do not
in the fluorescence process of ethylene.

interfere

Particulate matt er strongly

scatters the laser radiation, and this scattering must be separated
from the mol ec ul ar fluorescence in a remote sensing experiment.

Since

the laser radiation is quickly distributed over a large number of
rotational

lines of an absorbing molecule,

and since the laser

line

is

very narrow compared to the spectral width of the vibrational band,
it will be possible to separate the molecular fluorescence from the
scattered laser radiation.

D.

Evaluation of a Hypothetical Remote Sensing Apparatus

1.

Laser Parameters

Relatively low-powered, continuous
in this work.

C02 gas lasers were used

Experimental results showed that the total fluorescence

intensity of ethylene increased in a linear manner with laser power.
These results predict that greater sensitivities in the remote moni
toring of ethylene could be realized by using more powerful lasers as
excitation sources.
If ranges of the fluorescing species are to be determined,
a pulsed laser will be required to induce fluorescence.

Pulsed C02

gas lasers are available and can produce power levels of several mega
watts in pulses which are a fraction of a microsecond long.

Several

publications have reported the use of pulsed C0S gas lasers for in
ducing infrared fluorescence.46»49»50

The results obtained with pulsed

lasers are very similar to those obtained with continuous lasers.49>5°
It is not known how fluorescence intensities will vary with laser
power from the low power continuous lasers to the high peak power
pulsed lasers.
A potential problem in the use of high-powered pulsed lasers
is that a laser beam with sufficient power density will ionize the
air.93

This effect does not occur until power densities of approxi

mately 10H watts per cm2 are reached.

A possible solution to this

problem in the design of a remote sensing apparatus would be to expand

l::h
the beam diameter and thus reduce the power density of the laser
beam.

Results obtained in the course of this work indicate that

ethylene fluorescence intensities do not vary significantly with
laser power density so long as the total power applied to the ethylene
remains constant.
By increasing the diameter of the laser beam, another poten
tial problem may be avoided.

It has been found that infrared laser

beams are distorted by air of varying densities and by wind currents.84
By increasing the diameter of the laser beam, these distortions rela
tive to the size of the laser beam may be greatly reduced.7
Perhaps the most severe limitation of laser induced infrared
fluorescence as a remote sensing method is the lack of high-powered
lasers with wavelengths appropriate for all potential pollutant mole
cules.

The C02 laser can be used to excite fluorescence In a wide

variety of compounds including unsaturated hydrocarbons, aromatics,
aldehydes, ketones, S02 , and ozone.

The C02 laser is not particularly

useful for inducing fluorescence in many saturated hydrocarbons, NO,
and N02 .

It should be possible to Induce fluorescence in NO and N02

with a carbon monoxide infrared laser beam.18

Solid state infrared

lasers have also been proposed for inducing fluorescence in a variety
of pollutant molecules.8
Results presented in this work indicate that considerable
specificity may be added to a remote sensing experiment by tuning the
infrared laser over a narrow wavelength range.

All molecules which

were investigated in this work exhibited unique absorption and fluo
rescence patterns with the variation of the lasing wavelength.

The

variation of the lasing wavelength from a wavelength which produces

12')

strong fluorescence to a wavelength which produces weak fluorescence
will be useful in resolving possible laser beam scattering inter
ferences.

Optical scanners may be used to produce a rapid sequence

of laser pulses with each pulse having a different wavelength.r«M°

2.

Spectral Analysis

A remote sensing apparatus would require an efficient
spectrometer for the qualitative analysis of the fluorescing species.
It is possible that a non-dispersive detection system could be used,
but it is more likely that a scanning interferometer will be required
for the spectral analysis.

Spectral analysis techniques for infrared

absorption by pollutant molecules are well developed.85

These same

techniques could be extended for the analysis of infrared fluorescence
signals.

5.

Detectors

The detectors used in this work had detectivities of 108 or
less.

Liquid helium cooled infrared detectors which have detectivi

ties of 1013 are available.

The sensitivity of a remote monitoring

apparatus would vary directly with the detectivity of the detector.
Although there are considerable maintenance problems inherent in the
use of cryogenic detectors, the increased analytical sensitivity
available with these detectors outweighs the maintenance problems.

k.

Calculated Ethylene Detection Limits Using a Hypothetical Re
mote Sensing Apparatus

a.

Data and Assumptions Used in Calculations

12b

Ethylene detection limits were calculated for various runges
from a hypothetical remote sensing apparatus.

The order of magnitude

detection limits were extrapolated from data obtained in experiments
in which the tunable laser, 20 cm gas cell, and pyroelectric detector
were used.
The data used in the calculations were as follows:
Laboratory Experiment
Laser power = 5 watts
Sample thickness = 0.5 cm
Distance of sample to detector = 8 cm
Area of detector element = 1* x 10~2 cm2
Detectivity of detector = 108
Detection limit of ethylene in air = 1000 ppm
Hypothetical Remote Sensing Experiment
Laser power = 1000 watts
Sample thickness = 1 meter
Area of telescope mirror = 1 meter2
Detectivity of detector “ 1013
Efficiency of spectrometer = 0 . 1
As noted above, infrared lasers with output power of 1000
watts or more are commercially available.

Infrared detectors with

detectivities of 1013 are also available.
The laboratory data were obtained with an amplifier time
constant of 0.3 second.

If a scanning interferometer were used in

the hypothetical experiment, the detection limits could be lowered by
collecting spectral data for a longer period of time.

And conversely,

U ’Y
data could be analyzed more rapidly than every 0 .

second by sacri

ficing some analytical sensitivity.
In the calculations ethylene fluorescence intensity was
assumed to increase linearly with laser power and sample concentra
tion.

In the experiments described above, the total ethylene fluores

cence intensity was found to vary with the 1.2 power of the sumple
concentration for concentrations between 0.2 and k^o.

For ethylene

concentrations around 0.1$ the total fluorescence intensity was
approximately linear with sample concentration.

For the purposes of

these calculations, the fluorescence intensity of ethylene was assumed
to be linear with sample concentration for concentrations less than
1000 ppm ethylene in air.
It was further assumed that absorption of the laser beam by
the atmosphere was negligible and that self-absorption by the ethylene
in the one meter thick sample was also negligible.

Lower detection

limits would, of course, be obtained with samples thicker than one
meter.

In order to calculate the detection limits for the thick sample

case, corrections would have to be made for laser beam "pump" depletion
and self-absorption by the sample molecules,
b.

Results of Calculations
The results of the calculations are shown in Figure hi).

One-

tenth of a part per million ethylene could be detected at a range of
10 kilometers.

This sensitivity is certainly sufficient to monitor

concentrations of ethylene which are of interest in an urban environ
ment.

Figure h6 also show3 that it may be possible to detect 100 ppm

ethylene at ranges of 1000 kilometers.

At this range, an earth satel

lite could possibly be used as a monitoring station for industrial stack
effluents which contained relatively high concentrations of ethylene.

l.'M

10
PPM

6

PANGE (METERS)

Figure Ut .

DETECTION LIMITS FOR ETHYLENE USING A

HYPOTHETICAL REMOTE SENSING APPARATUS

E.

Summary and Conclusions

Several analytical parameters important In the evaluation
of laser Induced Infrared fluorescence as a remote sensing method were
investigated.

Fluorescence spectra were obtained for five compounds.

The influences of laser wavelength, laser power, and sample concentra
tion on fluorescence intensities were investigated.
ethylene fluorescence was shown to be isotropic.

Laser induced

A lifetime for

vibrationally excited ethylene in air at atmospheric pressure was cal
culated.

Possible molecular and particulate Interferences to the

fluorescence process were investigated.

The data collected in these

investigations indicate that it is feasible to construct a device for
the remote sensing of ethylene in the atmosphere.
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